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Young Wild West On A Puzzling Trail
OR, THE RICHEST SPOT IN NEVADA
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-An Interrupted Robbery.

they had taken from the placer they had discovered a few days before to a crude sort of habitaA grizzly old man and a boy of sixteen · were tion that was made partly by nature and partly
busy washing dirt in pans in a shallow creek that by their own hands. They carried their gold in"Jlowed through a cut in the mountains of central side the shack, as they called it, and lifting a flat
N evada. The long, rolling stretch of land that stone, the old man disclosed a cavity in the solid
lay beyond the cut was covered with a dense rock, which was what they called their bank. The
growth of sagebrush, and the black-looking bluffs nuggets were dumped into this and the cover reoff to the left made the scene anything but an placed. Then the boy hastened outside and quickinspiring one.
ly kindled a fire close to the cliff.
"Well, Dick," the old man said, as he dumped a
Then Miles Hopkins, the old man who had set
handful of tiny nuggets of gold from his pan, "I with his g1·andson to search for John Hopkins,
reckon if business keeps up this way it won't be a miner who had been somewhere in Nevada for
long afore we'll both be rich. When I started out over a yeai·, and had not been heard from for
here with yer ter try an' find your father, I had three or four months before the time they started.
no idea that we was goin' ter strike it rich. We assisted the young fellow to prepare the noonday
have found plenty of gold, my boy, but we ain't meal. The old man was a genuine Westerner,
found your father yet."
since he had lived in Idaho since he was a mere
"Well, grandpa, I can't help but think that he is_ boy, but he had never done anything in the way
alive. He is somewhere in this part of Nevada, I of prospecting or mining. His son John had been
am sure. We have only been here three weeks, content to work on the farm with him until after
and we haven't met but three or four men in all his wife died, leaving_ Dick, who was barely fifthat time. None of them knew anything of John teen at the time. Then the gold fever had seized
Hopkins, it seems."
him , for glowing reports had 1·eached his ears
"Well, there ain't nothin' strange in that, Dick. about certain parts of what was called the richest
-.Nevada is a mighty big State, but there's mighty State in the Union-Nevada. Several times he
few people livin' in it. But I'm like you; I think had written letters home, and each time a subwe'll find your dad yet. Anyhow, we're accumu- stantial sum of money came with them. But when
latin' some gold dust while we're lookin' for him, three months had elapsed without hea1·ing anywhich is somethin' that's needed by both of us. thing of him, after both the old man and the boy
You know how hard it was for us to rake up had written to him repeatedly, they decided to go
enough money ter git down here from Boise City." in search of him.
"Yes, grandpa, we suffered a good many hardEureka was the town John Hopkins had mailed
ships, but I think we are all right now. We may his letters from, so it was to that place that ·Dick
as well stay here fqr a week or two yet, and we'll and his grandfather came, only to be unable to
surely see some one coming along this way. That find a trace of the missing man. A mule carried
is about the best way to find out where dad is. their outfit, and they tramned it all the way
Some one must know him."
through the sagebrush, until one afternoon they
The two worked on until the hot sun was di- came to the spot we now find them at. and the old
reclly over their heads. The old man paused, and man discovered the placer. Since that time they
mopping his brow with a ragged handkerchief, had been thei'e, working daily and making inquisaid:
ries every time they chanced to meet a traveler or
"Well, Dick, I reckon it's time fol' dinner. We prospector, which was rather seldom, for it was in
have took out a few hundreds' worth of gold dust
one of the wildest parts of Nevada, and, as old
this mo1·nin', so we'll jest gather it up an' take it Miles H opkins declared, the richest part of it.
to our shack."
The meal was soon prepared, and was frying
"All right," the boy replied cheerfully, and he in the pan. some bear's grease being used for the
qu ickly assisted his grandfather t o gather what purpose. Then Dick molded up some corn cakes,
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using only the meal, a pinch of salt and some water from the brook. These were placed in the
ashes when the fire had burned down slightly, and
then all they had to do was to wait until the grub,
as the grandfather called it, was cooked. When
it was fit to eat they ate heartily, and drank the
coffee to wash it down.
"Now, then, Dick, while you're clearin' ther
table I'll take a little smoke," said the old man,
with a laugh, as he nodded to the flat rock they
had eaten from.
He lighted his pipe and then watched the boy in
silence as he washed up the tin cups and the
knives they had used for the meal. Dick had just
about finished this task when the clatter of hoofs
sounded.
"Somebody's comin', my boy!" . exclaimed the
old man, leaping to his feet excitedly. "There's
more than one horse comin', if my ears tells me .
right."
"That's right, grandpa."
A few seconds later three horsemen appeared
around the base of the cliff. They were anything
but prepossessing in their loo!cs, but there was
nothing strange about · this, since nearly every
one to be met in those parts wore ragged and torn
clothing. But there was a certain sinister look
about one of them that did not impress either the
old man or the boy favorably.
"Hello!" he called out, as he reined in his horse
and looked at the two curiously. "What is this, a
camp?"
"I reckon it is, stran&"er," Miles Hopkins answered. "Are you acquamted much in these here
parts?"
"Putty well, old man. I've been knockin' around
through these mountains for two or three years,
an' I think I oughter know somethin' about ther
place."
"Illaybe you have met a man named John Hopkins, then?" spoke up Dick eagerly.
"Yes, I've met John Hopkins."
"You have?" the boy cried. "He is my father.''
"He is, eh? Well, that's funny. I s'pose you
come down here to look for him, 'didn't yer?"
"That's right, mister.''
"An' this old man is your grandfather, maybe?
He's come down here ter look for his son, I
s'pose?"
"You have got that jest right," the elder Hopkins retorted quickly. " 'W here is John now?"
"That would be a hard thing ter tell. Ther last
I seen of him was about six months ago, when he
struck out to ther south of here. Where he went
no one seems ter know. But I've got a notion that
he must have struck it rich somewhere, or else
lost his life in some way."
The faces of the old man and the boy clouded
at this.
_
"Oh, I don't believe he is dead," Dick declared,
brightening up instantly. "My father was full
of grit, and it would take a good deal to kill him."
The strangers now dismounted and began looking around.
"So here's where yer bunk, eh?" said the leader,
as he approached the sh_ack.
"Yes, that's right," the old man retorted.
"I'll go in an' look around, I reckon."
"Never mind about goin' inside•·

Miles Hopkins iipoke sharply and took the ~an
by the arm.
"There ain't nothin' in there for you," he added.
"All's we've fOt is a couple of blankets an' a few. ~
little things.'
"Well, I'll look in, anyhow," and pushing him
aside, the man entered the shack.
The old man was about to follow him, when
one of the others suddenly whipped out a revolver
and pointed it at him.
"Stop rigl:)t where yer are!" he commanded. "If
my pard wants ter look inside your shack, he's got
a perfect right ter do it. He's a deputy sheriff."
"Well, I don't care if he is. I ain't done nothin'
to be afraid of a deputy sheriff."
But the sight of the revolver pointed at him
awed Miles Hopkins somewhat, so he quickly
stepped back and permitted the villains, for such
they no doubt were, to have their own way.
Suddenly an exultant cry came from the fellow
inside, and then he came running out with a handful of gold dust.
"I thought maybe they had struck it rich down
here, boys!" he exclaimed. "They've got a nice
little pile of ther yaller stuff in here. It's in a
hole, an' was covered over with a flat stone. All
I had ter do was ter lift up a blanket an' I found
it right away. I've seen sich places where gold
was kept afore. Boys, we're sartinly in luck!
Git out them bags."
The thi;d man had pulled a revolver before this,
and he stood covering the boy with it. Feeling
that they had no show, Dick turned to his grandfather and said:
"So they're robbers, grandpa?"
"It seems so," was the reply. "This is too bad.
But they won't take all we've got, that's sartin.
They ain't bad enough for that."
"We 'Yon't, eh?" said the leader, as he quickly
caught the leather bag one of the men tossed to
him. "You don't s'pose we'll leave anything here
for yer, do yer? You kin find plenty more. We
ain't got ther time te1· dig out gold, so we ride
around an' take it from them what has got..it."
Then while his companions kept the old man
and the boy covered, the villain went inside and
filled the bag with nuggets and dust. It was so
heavy he could barely lift it outside.
"There!" said he, with a chuckle, as he nodded
to his victims.. "I reckon we'll go now. We don't
want anything else you have got, 'cause I don't
see nothin' around here worth while takin'. Go
ahead an' find some more dust, an' we'll come
around later an' git it."
"Do yer really mean ter take that from us?"
the old man asked pleadingly.
"Ha! ha! ha!" was the reply. "Hear that, boys I
Ther first . thing you know he'll be beggin' for us
ter give ther gold back ter him."
"Well, if you do dare to take it you won't get
very far with it," the boy spoke up quickly.
"There isn't much law in this part of the country, ancl if you don't get shot before you get far
with that gold-dust my name isn't Dick Hop- .kins."
"Kid," said the leader threateningly. "I want
you an' ther old galoot ter stay right where yer
are till we git out of sight. If I happen ter look ,.
around an' see yer runnin' after us, or makin' a.
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move ter shoot, you'll be dropped dead in no time.
You hear what I say!"
"I hear you. I suppose we have no chance, so
we'll have to submit."
"\Vell, you jest go to work an' take out some
ore of ther yaller stuff. I'll be around in a week
or two ter git it."
,
So saying, the man swung himself into the saddle. But before either of the three could start
their horses forward, a boy, who was attired in a
fancy hunting-suit of buckskin, suddenly darted
from behind a rock and exclaimed:
"Hold on, you sneaking coyotes! I reckon you
had better put that gold back where you took it
from."
There was a revolver in either of his hands,
and the muzzles were ~ointed directly toward the
astonished trio. The rmg in his voice told plainly
that he meant all he said, too.
"Hurrah!" cried Dick Hopkins, leaping to liis
feet. "They won't get away with our g·old, after
all, grandpa."
CHAPTER II.-Young Wild West and His
Friends.
,. Old 1\1:iles Hopkins was so astounded at the appearance of the boy that he sat as though stunned.
But his grandson was dancing about with delight,
for he readily saw that the young stranger had
the three thieves at his mercy. Slowly the old
man arose to his feet. Just then two more
strangers appeared on the scene. One of them
was a boy about the same age as he who had interrupted the villains in their thieving work, and
the other' was a tall man in the neighborhood of
thirty, whose long black hair and mustache, togethe1· with a tanned and weather-beaten countenance, told plainly that he was a plainsman. Each
held a gun, and the muzzles were pointed toward
the culprits.
.
"I reckon this piece of business ain't goin' ter
pan out as well as yer thought it ·would," observed the tall man, with a grin, as he nodded to
the thieves. "We happened along in jest about
ther right time, an' we've been listenin' an' watchin' for three or four minutes. If I had had my
ay about it you would all be layin' on ther
ground with chunks of lead in your systems. But
Young Wild West thought different, an' what he
says always goes with me."
"Oh, grandpa," cried Dick Hopkins excitedly,
"it's Young Wild West! We have hea1·d of him,
you know."
The old man nodded, but seemed unable to say
anything just then.
"That's who I happen to be, young fi:llow," the
dashing-looking boy who had first confronted the
robbers answered, with a smile. "Now just tell
us all about it. Have you ever seen these fellows
before?"
"No, sir," young Hopkins answered, as though
he was addressing some one distinguished and a
great deal older than he was. "\Ve never saw
them until they showed up here a little while
ago. They are very bad men, I am sure, for they
meant to take all of our gold-dust from us."
"Yes, we found that out while listening behind
the rocks over there. I thought it best to let them
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go the limit, and then surprise them. Well, I
reckon they won't take your gold-dust away. H
that fellow who took it from the tent don't put it
back where he got it from, inside of five minutes,
he will get a chunk of hot lead through him.
Now, then," and the speaker turned to the leader
of the trio with flashing eyes, "you put that gold
right back where you got it from. Move lively
now, because you have just got five minutes to do
it in."
So saying, the boy dropped the gun he had been
holding in his left hand back into the holster and
drew a watch from his pocket. The man dismounted in a hurry, and taking the leather bag,
he carried it back to the shack. Dick Hopkins
followed him fearlessly, and saw that he dumped
it into the cavity which it had been taken from.
"There you are, kid!" he said boldly and fo1·cing
a smile. "I s'pose we kin go now?"
"Who owns that bag?" asked Young Wild
West.
"We do."
"Is that 1·ight?" and the boy turned a questioning glance upon the old man.
"Yes, they had it with 'em, Young Wild
West." came the quick reply.
"All right, then."
Then turning to the leader, Young Wild West
added, as he pointed off to the left:
"Do you see that straight stretch of level
ground that is covered by a thick growth of sagebrush?"
The man looked a bit surprised, but promptly
retorted in the affirmative.
"All right; now you get on your horse. I want
the three of you to ride straight across that patch
over there. The faster you go the better it will
be fbr you, too, because I am going to do a little
fancy shooting while you remain in sight."
The revolver the boy was holding had been lowered slightly, and showing that he was not to be
thwarted so easily, after all, the leader of the
three ruffians suddenly grabbed at his own revolver. He succeeded in nearly getting it from
the holster when a sharp report rang out, and
uttering a howl of pain, he begar. dancing about,
at the same time lifting the back of his hand to
his mouth. His weapon.fell to the ground, and a
tiny stream of blood could be seen trickling from
the hand he was now sucking, as though to relieve the pain.
"My friend, you wasn't quite quick enough,"
said the boy, with a laugh. "I have a way of
shooting in a hurry, sometimes, and when I do
shoot I always hit what I aim at. I just tried to
graze the back of your hand so you would drop
your gun. I reckon I did, all right."
Finding that his hand had been merely grazed
by the bullet from the boy's revolver, the villain
turned to his horse.
"Pick up your gun," said Young Wild West, in
the cool and easy way that had made him famous.
"You may need it."
"All right, young feller," was the reply, and
the command was obeyed.
As he placed his toe in the stirrup to mount,
Young Wild West looked at him sternly and said:
"Perhaps you had better give )'Our names before
you leave."
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"I go by ther name of Rough Ripley," was the
hesitating reply.
"Ah, I see! What is your name?" turning to
the man neatest to him, who sat on the back of
his horse almost as still as a statue.
"Hot Jack is ther name every one calls me
around these ·parts," came the retort.
"And yours?" nodding to the third.
"Mullen," came the answer.
"All right, Rough Ripley, Hot Jack and Mullen.
I will remember your names, and I want you to
remember mine. I am Young Wild West, and
these two are my partners,. Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dal't."

'

"I don't know how we kin ever pay you for ther
good turn you have done us."
"Well, you don't have to pay us," was the reply.
"I want you to understand, Mr. Hopkins, that we
take as much pleasure in doing good turns for
those deserving of it as those benefited by our~
interference do. As far as pay is concerned, that
is out of the question. We are pretty well p:rovided for in the way of an income, since we hap,
pen to own a gold mine or two. Now, then, don t
think anything more about that part of it. If w~
can assist you in finding the missing man, we will
be only too glad to do so."
"Grandpa, you hear what Young Wild West
says," Dick Hopkins spoke up delightedly.
"I'll remember, all right," said Rough Ripley, "Haven't I told you some of the stories I have
with something like a growl. "I never forgits heard about him? He is always trying to help
any one who interferes with my busines~. You somebody, and he is always looking for excitement
have got tber best of it now, but maybe we 11 meet; and adventure. He is the Champion Deadshot of
again."
,
the West, too."
Rough Ripley swung himself into ~he saddle,
"You have got that right, boy," Cheyenne Charand without waiting a second, turned his horse to- lie, the ex-government scout and Indian fighter,
ward the big patch of sagebrush. The others fol- spoke up, with a grin. "There ain't no man or
lowed him quickly, and putting t~eir hor~es to a boy livin' as kin hold a candle ter Wild at quick
gallop, they rode forward, makrng. cons1demble an' straight shootin'. He's ther coolest boy what
racket as the horses' hoofs crashed among the ever carried a gun, an' when it comes ter ridin'
short growth that covered the ground in that vi- horseback, his match never will be found ther
cinity. When they were about fifty yards away, world over. I'm considerable older than he is,
Young Wild West cuolly -unslung the handso11!e but do yer know that I'm ·a wful proud ter call him
Remington rifle that had been slung over his my leader?"
·
:,shoulder to a strap, and taking a quick aim,
"J don't doubt it," and Dick nodded his bead
pulled the trigger. Crang ! As th~ r1oport ra:ig emf,hatically.
out Rough Ripley's hat flew from his head, while
' Wild, shall I go and teli the girls to come on?"
a ~tartled cry came from the villain. Crang ! the other boy asked, turning to the dashing young
Again the boy fired, and this time the villain deadshot.
called Hot Jack made a grab for his hat and sue- _ "Yes, Jim, go ahead. I reckon we will put up
ceeded in holding it to his head, though every one right here with Mr. Hopkins and his grandson, if
knew that a bullet had surely passed through the he don't object."
crown of tt. Crang! The boy fired for the th'ird
"Object!" cried the old man, as though he felt
•-ime and Mullen's hat was whisked from his head amazed at the insinuation. "Why, you're welthough it had been swept away by a swinging come a thousand times over te1· stay hete with us
branch of a tree. Frightened cries came from the as long as yer want ter, Young Wild West."
trio, as they forced their horses th rough th e sage"All right, then; probably we may remain here
brush at a mad gallop. ·
until to-morrow. We want to help you find your
"Gracious!" exclaimed Dick Hopkins, "but son."
that's what I call wonderful shooting! You didn't
The little fellow waved his hat and broke in,to
try to hurt them, did you, Young Wild West?"
a cheer. Young Wild West smiled aprovingiy,
"No1 I just wanted to show them that I could and then turning to Jim Dart, who had lingeied
easily kill them if I desired to, that's all. Bu,~ for a moment, he said :
tell us all about what happened before we came.
"Go ahead and tell the girls to come-on, Jim.
Then the boy and the old man both began talk- Let the Chinamen fetch the pack-horses right
st
ing at once and from them Young Wild We
here. We will camp close to the shack over there."
and his two' partners gleaned the information as
Dart hastened away, and in a few minutes he
to what had brought them to that wild part of came back, followed by the rest of the party,
Nevada and what had hapened to them since they
•h
· t d f A · tt M d k th
lei
w 1HC consis e O
ne a
ur oc ,
e go enhad bee'n there, up to the time the interruption haired
sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna, the
occurred.
wife of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and Eloise
"Well from what you say," ·o ur hero said Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart. With them
thoughtfully, "they -know something about yo~r in the capacity of cook and handy man were
missing father, young fellow. But I fear he 1s Wing Wah and Hop Wah, two typical Chinamen,
dead. They would hardly have talked that way and apparently a very ordinal"y type of Celesif thev thought him to be alive. However since tials. The girls were quickly introduced to the
we ha,1 e nothing on hand just now we wifl help old man and his grandson . who seemed to be very
you search for your father, and hope that he may happy, and talked rapidly when they had exbe found alive."
changed greetings. The two Chinamen lost no
"Thank you, Young Wild West!" exclaimed the time in getting at work as soon as they were told
boy, leaning ove1· and seizing the hand of the dash- · where to put up the two tents that were used as
ing young fellow.
_
·
.
sleeping quarters for the members of the party.
The grandfather stepped forward, too, and m Meanwhile Young Wild West cleaned his rifle and
a voice that trembled slightly, he said:
placed three fre:ih cal"tridges in the magazine.

;s
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"Now, then," said he, nodding to Dick Hopkins,
"I reckon I am all ready in case those three fellows come back and look for trouble. We will
top here with you until to-morrow, anyhow. But
how about the gold the rascals were taking from
you when we got here? Is there much of it
around here?"
"Quite a lot, Young Wild West," the boy answered. "Corne down along the ;:reek and I will
show you."
"Well, never mind. If there is much of it here
· I suppose it would pay us to wait a few days until
you get what you can of it. One thing about it is
that the three villains will try hard to get hold of
it again. They know you have got it, and that
will be an incentive for them to come back here.
I think the best thing you can do is to hide your
gold in some secure spot. Then we can go on and
search for your father."
"I am sure we will leave it all to you, Young
Wild West," the boy declared.
"We certainly ·will, Dick," the old man spoke
up. "Young Wil<l West knows what he's doin',
an' though he ain't a whole Jot older than you are,
I reckon hEfs had more experience than I have,
... an'. I'm old enough ter be his grandfather, as well
as yours."
"It ain't age what counts so much," Cheyenne
Charlie spoke up. "It's experience, an' that's
what Wild's has. He's been at this sort of thing
ever since he's been big enough ter hold a rifle ter
his shoulder. He likes dange,:, an' so does me an'
.Tim. Even ther gals has got so they like it, too;
that's why we let 'em come along with us."

CHAPTER 111.-The Quest of the Three
Villains.
The three villains who had been balked in their
attempt to rob the old man and his grandson of
their gold rode through the sagebrush as though
their very lives depen,ded on it. The two who had
lost their hats never once thought of stopping
to regain possession of them. All three felt that
the quicker they got out of sight of Young Wild
West the better it would be for them. _However,
when they found that no more shots were fired
they glanced over their shoulders, and then a
simultaneous sigh of relief came from them.
"Boys," gasped Rough Ripley, the leader,
"that's what I call putty hot work, an' no mistake.
We was sartinly put right to it that time, wasn't
we?"
"We sartinly was. Rough," the man called Hot
Jack answered. "That boy is a regular fiend when
it comes ter coolness an' handlin' a gun."
"Well, that's all right," Mullen spoke up venomously. "We don't stand no show in a fair fight
with sich people as he is, but that don't say that
we won't have a chance ter git square. I'm one
of ther sort of men what never fo1·gits a wrong
what's been done. We'll git that gold yet, an' a
,
whole lot more besides."
"Right yer are, Mullen!" Rough Ripley exclaimed. "You ~ave got ther right stuff in yer,
an' no mistake. You feel jest ther same as I do
· about it."
They had slowed down their horses by this time,
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and as the villain spoke he looked over his shoul'der and had the satisfaction of seeiing that no one
was paying any further ·attention to them. They
had covered a distance of probably three hundred
yards, and to the right of them lay a high bluff.
"Boys, we'dl git around behind that big bunch
of rocks, an' then we'll stop a while an' see if we
kin, decide on what's best ter be done. We've got
ter go back an' jine our Injun friend, that's sartin. He's got all our supplies with him, an' he
seems ter know jest where ther feller called John
Hopkins is located. Accordin' ter what he told us
a little afore we seen ther smoke risin' from that
camp. over' there, we oughter reach it afore night.
We'll jest ride around behind ther bluff an' git
back to him, 'cause we've got too much waitin'
for us. Ther Injun will stay there; there ain't no
doubt about that. He's one of ther honest Injuns that yer don't often meet."
"Oh, Yaller Dog is all right," Hot Jack declared. "I've knowea him for more than six
months, an' I'm satisfied he'll stick as long as he's
treated half decent. But, as you say, we can't
git back there too quick. That young feller what
calls himself Young Wild West might take a notion ter strike out that way an' find him. If he
does, it might be bad for us, since they might
take our pack-mules an' outfit."
"Well, I ain't afraid of that, 'cause I don't think
that boy an' his pard would take anything what
didn't belong ter 'em. Jest how they happened
along as they did, I don't know. But they sorter
acted as though they didn't believe in allowin'
any sich business as we was indulgin' in jest then
ter happen, not if they could stop H. . But what
I'm afraid of ther most is that ther boy might
take a notion ter draw a bead on my heart ther
next time, instead of jest scrapin' ther back of my
hand, or shootin' a hole through my hat and
knockin' it off my head."
"Not one of us kin be blamed for actin' ther
way we did," the leade,,i.· answered, with a nod of
his head. "We done jest right, so there ain't no
use talkin' about that. Let's hurry around now
an' git back to ther Injun."
They went on around a little gorge that turned
and ran almost directly off toward the camp of
the old man and his grandson. When they crossed
the same brook that ran close to the camp they
dismounte~ into .a thicket that grew upon the side
of a slanting hill. They brought their horses
down to a walk before this, and fearing tbat they
might be heard, they ~ontinued on rather cauti?usly, though they w'ere easily a quarter of a
mile away from the camp. In this manner they
continued on around until they finally came to a
deep hollow that was within three or four hundred yards of the spot where th-e y had left Young
Wild West and the rest. They had scarcely
reached it when a dirty-looking redsldn came
walking from behind a pile of rocks.
"Well, Yaller, we've got back," said Rough Rip\
ley.
"Ugh!" was the reply. "How you make out?"
"No good. Did yer hear any shootin'?"
"Me heard shoot four times. Onc·e from a little
gun, three times from a big gun."
"That's right."
"Me think you kill the palefaces at the camp."
"Well, that's where you're wrong," Hot Jack
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spoke up, shaking his head sadly. "We didn't
fire a shot, Yaller Dog."
"They shoot at you?'' the Indian said questioningly.
"Not them what belonged to ther camp ovBr
there," Rough Ripley hastened to reply. "We had
everything dead ter rights, an' we was jest comin'
away with a couple of nice bags of gold-dust when
a couple of boys an' a man come up. One of ther
boys ,showed up first, an' he covexed us so quick
with a pair of six-shooters that we didn't have no
show. When ther other two came along right
after him there wasn't no use, so we jest had ter
give up ther gold-dust an' do as they told us ter.
Ther shootin' you heard was what yer might call
mighty fancy shootin'. One of ther boys, whose
name is Young Wild West, s-0 he says, practiced a
little. by skinnin' ther back of my hand first with
bis gun. Then when he started us off through
ther sagebrush he took a shot at each of us with
his rifle. Yer kin see that I ain't got no hat, nor
Hot Jack ain't, either. Well, Young Wild West
clipped 'em off our heads· as neatly as yer please.
He put a hole through Mullen's, too, an' he's got
his hat ter show what a good shot ther boy is."
"Paleface boy shoot heap much straight," said
the Indian, looking surprised. "He name Young
Wild West, you say?"
"Yes. Have yer ever heard of him?"
"Plenty times. The Utes hate Young Wild
TNest. He make plenty trouble for them."
"Well, I reckon he kin make plenty trouble for
any one he tries it on. But that's all right. Maybe we'll make a little trouble for him afore we git
through."
"How many men at the camp?"
"One old man an' a boy, an' they're lookin'
for ther very man you told us about-ther one
we're after now."
"They come to look for John Hopkins?" the Indian queried, showing ' considerable surprise.
"Yes, that's right. One of 'em is his father, an'
ther other one is nothin' but a hov an' his son, so
he said. They asked us about him. an' we told 'em
we allowed that ther ma:n had gone off to ther
south, an' that he was dead long afore this."
"You tell them right that he go to the south;
you no should tell that. Young Wild West will go
with them, and maybe they find before we do,
John Hopkins no dead. He in the gold valley
with some Utes, who want to live in peace with
the palefaces. Plenty gold there-more than a
hundred mules could carry away in a week. Very
rich place."
"That's what you -told us afore. But it's mighty
funny, I think, that you never brought some of
ther gold from this here valley."
"Me no dare go there alone. Me see and me
hear what some of the Utes say. Me tell you
about it, and then you crme. Now maybe we have
heap much trouble with Young Wild West, and we
no get some of the gold."
''Well, you leave that to us, Yaller Dog. If
what you say is true, I reckon we'll git our share
of ther gold what's there in that valley. We'll
git square with Young Wild West an' his pards,
too. We'll fix them mighty quick when they ain't
expectin' it. Now, then, jest git ther mules l'eady,
a.n' we'll light out right away. We want ter git

to this here valley you have told us so much about
afore they do."
"We get there in three, four hours," the Ute
retorted slowly, as he raised his fingers one at 11,
time. "But we no dare to go into the valley until
see us come they
night. If the Utes who are there
1
will make heap much fight. The paleface will
shoot, too. He very rich, and he want to come
away pretty soon and take plenty gold with him.
But the Utes no want him to come. He wait till
he get the chance; then he come."
"Well, come on. There ain't no use talkin'
about it any mol'C. Let's git down ter this valley
as soon as we kin."
"That's ther way ter talk, Rough," Mullen spoke
up. "Let's git ther mules an' go on."
They rode on around behind the rocks the Indian had emerged from and found half a dozen
mules, two of which were loaded with provisions
and a camping outfit. The others had been
brought along for the purpose of carryjng away
the gold they expected to get when they reached
the valley. Near the mules was a broncho, which
belonged to Yellow Dog. He quickly swung him-•
self astride the animal , and then taking the rope
that was hitch!=!d to all four of the mules so they·
might be led without interfering with each other,
he rode off in the direction the three rascally
white men had come from when they joined him.
Rough Ripley and hi,; pards rode along with him,
and around they went until they almost came to
the patch of sagebrush that they had galloped
across in such a hurry.
"We get to the hills, and then we find the vane-.,.
below," said Yellow Dog, as he pointed across the
stretch that lay between them.
It was not long after they started through the
dense growth that was on an average of nearly
three feet high when a flock of sage-hens was
sta1·ted, Rough Ripley promptly dismounted, and
while the rest rode along slowly, he followed up
the birds and managed to shoot four or five of
them. He seemed much :pleased at what he had
accomplished, though he missed three or four
times.
"Poultry for supper," he said, with a grin, as
he handed the birds to his companions. "Jest pick
ther feathers from 'em while you're 1·idiu' along.
I shot 'em, so you kin git 'em ready for cookin'."
It took them the best part of an hour to get
across the long shetch, and then acting on the
advice of their Indian guide, they came to a halt
at the edge of a cliff, where a tiny stream of water trickled from above, and proceeded to go into
camp.
CHAPTER IV.-On the Trail of the Villains.

"It would have been a little more polite in us if
we had invited yer ter have somethin' ter eat with
us," said Miles Hopkins, as he saw the p1·eparations for the noonday meal going ahead rapidly.
"Well, that's all right, Mr. Hopkins," Young Wild West answered with a smile. "It will be
just as easy for our cook to get something to eat
for us as it would for you or your grandson. We
happen to have a good supply of provisions with
us, so probably we are a little better off in that
di1ection than you are."
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"Well, we have got quite a supply, too, sich as spoke up. "You'll find him a mighty brave kid,
it is," the old man retorted. "We come pretty if I do say it myself."
"Well, I don't want to force things against the
well prepared, didn't we Dick?"
"That's what we did, grandpa," the boy an- will of any one, so if the girls are willing to stay
swered cheerfully, for he now seemed to be very here and keep the company of Mr. Hopkins till
·· light-hearted.
_.,
we come back, it is all right."
"If we could run across a nice fat young bear
"Why, of course we will remain here, Wild,"
I'd feel mighty good about it," Cheyenne Charlie · Arietta spoke up smilingly. "We can help Mr.
spoke up. "There ain't nothin' that suits me bet- Hopkins dig for gold. Yoµ won't be gone more
ter than a nice juicy steak cut from a bear's than a day or two at the most."
ham."
"Not any longer than that, Et. If we are you
Our hero now turned away and started to as- will know what to do."
cend to the top of the cliff. He had an idea that
"Of course," the girl answered quickly. "If
the three villains had not gone very far away, and you don't come back in two days we will take your
·
if such was the case, he wanted to see where they trail."
were, if it were possible. When he reached the
"That's it, Et," and the boy laughed lightly.
highest point in the vicinity, he took a good look
"Am I to go with you, then?" spoke up Dick
·around and, much to his satisfaction, he caught eagerly.
sight of the -very ones he had expected to see.
"Yes, I have no objections. Get ready as soon
But there was an Indian with them, and they had as you can, for we don't want- to let tlie villains
s~veral mules, too. They were heading due south, get too far ahead of us."
and satisfied that they must have some errand in
"Me go, too, Misler ·wild!" exclaimed Hop.
that direction, Young Wild West came to the
"All right. We may need you · to have some
quick conclusion that it would be a good idea to fun with those fellows ahead."
Two minutes later Young Wild West and his
follow them and find out what they were up to.
He watched until they disappeared from view be- partners, accompanied by Dick Hopkins and Hop
hind a rocky hill in the distance, and then he de- Wah, set out toward the south. It did not take
. ·· scended the cliff to the camp.
them long to strike the trail of the villains, and
• "See anything, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked. then they rode on at a good gait ·until finally they
"Yes, they are making off toward the south, had crossed the broad stretch of level land that
and they have a redskin with them. They have was covered with sagebrush, and neared the small
got four mules besides the horses they are riding, mountains where 1:he villains had halted. The
too. It looks as though they are going after afternoon was well advanced now, and thinking
something, and that they just stopped here be- that the villains would not come to a halt before
cause they came upon th e old man and the boy sunset, our friends pushed on. A few minutes
accidentally. I think it would be a ' good idea to later, however, w·h en they saw a thin column of
smoke rising from above the top of a cliff off to
follow them."
"Great gimlets ! You're right on that, Wild. I the right, they changed their opinion.
"Boys, I reckon we have got to be a little carereckon it would be safe ter leave ther old man an'
ful now," said Wild, as he reined in his sorrel
ther boy here."
"Oh, yes, I hardly think they are likely to be stallion, Spitfire, and turned to his companions.
bothered _very soon again, since we can keep an "It strikes me ' that the rascals have halted over
eye cin the scoundrels who have gone on ahead." there, and that they mean to stop there for a
"How would it do to leave ther gals an' ther while. We will leave the trail now, and get close
under tlie cliffs. Come on."
two heathens here, too, Wild?"
"I was thinking of that, Charlie."
They turned a little to the left arn;i rode straight
"W.ell, it's for you to say. I'm always willin' over the rocky and uneven ground until they came
ter do anything you think is best."
.
to the line of cliffs which reared themselves in ir"I know that, Charlie. I will speak to them regular. fa~hion for miles. The smoke was rising
about it."
from a pomt that was probably half a mile disIt happened that the scout had come to meet tant: Our hero decided to ride along a little furhim, so the rest did not hear the conversatio11. ther, and then to do a little scouting on foot.
When they joined them a minute later the young With their horses at a walk, they continued on undeadshot promptly brought up the subject, after til probably an eighth of a mile lay between them
first stating that he had seen the three villains and the spot. Then they dismounted, and turning
riding off to the south in company with a red- to Charlie, Wild said:
skin.
"Now, then, I reckon you can go along with me
"Of course, you don't feel like leaving here and we will see what they are doing over there. It
right away, Mr. Hopkins," he said to the old man. might be that they had no dinner when they
"Oh, yes, I do, if there's a chance ter find John," struck the old man and the boy, and that they
was the quick reply.
thought it advisable to wait until now. If that is
"Well, I was thinking it would be a good idea the case, they will probably go on again, for it
for me to go on after those fellows and take my will be quite a little time before darkness sets in."
two partners with me. The girls and our two
Wild and Charlie now started along the foot of
Chinamen could stay here with you, and while the cliffs, taking care not to make any sounds that
you are waiting for us to return you could keep might attract the attention of those they were apon taking out the nuggets and dust."
proaching, in case they should be on the lookout.
· "Let me go with you, won't you?" said · Dick It did not take the two long to get within a few
pleadingly.
feet of the spot where the fire was kindled. They
"Yes, J.et him go, if he wants ter," the old man had approached noiselessly, of course, for they
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were accustomed to that sort of thing, and it was
easy for them. Dropping behind a big rock, they
listened, for they had already heard t)le sound of
voices.
The men were eating, as they could easily tell,
and were talking in a way that showed they were
expecting something to happen soon that would
be of great benefit to them. Wild took the risk of
creeping a little further around the rock, and then
he lifted his head and caught a good sight of the
inmates of the camp. The four were sitting near
the fire, eating away and apparently entirely unaware that they were being watched.
"So you think it would be better for us to wait
till it gits dark, eh, Yaller?" Wild heard the leader of the party say, as he nodded to the redskin.
"Yes," was the reply. "We wait till dark, then
we find the way to get to the valley. We no let
the Utes. see us. If they see us they make heap
much fight, for the paleface is with them, and he
no want anybody to come to get his gold."
"Git his gold, eh?"
"Maybe he think it all his gold," Yellow Dog
answered, with a shrug of his shoulders. "Maybe
the Utes no Jet him· take the gold away."
"I reckon that's about ther size of it. If there's
a gang of Utes livin' in this here valley all by
themselves, it ain't likely they would allow any
one ter come an' take gold away from it, if they
could help it."
.
Wild saw the Indian nod approvingly to this.
He was very much interested in what he had
heard, especially as the conversation indicated
that Dick Hopkins's father was still alive, and
that he was in some valley that was close at hand
among some Utes, who had hidden themselves
away there, probably through some religious
cause. The villains kept on talking, but Wild
could glean nothing further than he had already
heard, so he turned and crept back to where Charlie was waiting. The scout had heard the conversation, but had not been able to see the speakers.
"Well, what do yer make out of it, Wild?" he
asked, in a low whisper.
"Well, I am pretty well satisfied that this man
Hopkins is alive, Charlie," was the reply.
"So am I. From what that redskin said, there
must be a lot of Utes what's left ther rest of ther
tribe an' come here ter live in their own way.
But do yer s'pose there's a lot of gold there;"
"All I know is what I have heard the Indian
say. Undoubtedly he has a certain knowledge of
the place, and it is through him that Rough Ripley and the other two have come here. They must
have set out to reach this place they are talking
about, and when they found there was a camp on
the way, they stopped to make a raid upon it. It
seems rather strange that they did come upon the
very two who were searching for the man who is
supposed to be in this valley, living with a lot of
Utes. Well, there is no use in trying to form any
direct conclusion. We will have to figure the
thing out in our own way. All we have got to
do is to simplv wait until the rascals leave l1ere,
and then follow them. If they go into the valley,
we will go there, too."
"That's it, Wild. Now, then, I s'pose we may
as well go back an' wait with ther rest till it gits
night."
"That's it, Charlie. We can make one or two

trips here during the time that will elapse, so
we will be sure that they don't get away from us."
The two now made their way cautiously from
the spot, and were not long in joining their waiting companions.
..,
CHAPTER V.-The Villains Enter the Valley.
The villains certainly never dreamed of such a
thing as being followed. They were eager to get
into the valley that Yellow Dog had told them so
much about, but they felt that it was best for
them to do as the Indians desired in the matter.
Yellow Dog had discovered the valley and had
seen a white man there. Before this he had heard
that a small band of his own race had sought seclusion in the little valley, and that they were
fanatics who had renounced the style of living
that had long been followed by their tribe. Yellow Dog was a rascal, pure and simple. He was
one of the lazy Indians who would much rather
steal than work, and had hung about the town of
Eureka a g:reat deal.
He had seen John Hopkins several times,-though
was not aware what his name was, and from the
description he gave to the three men he had in- duced to come with him to hunt for the gold,
Rough Ripley readily guessed who the white man
living in the valley with the Indians was. He had
known him, though he had never been associated
with him. Since he had come to the gold diggings,
John Hopkins had kept much by himself, and had
little to say to any one he came in contact with.
This was all the information any of them had
about the missing man, but when they had been
questioned by Dick and his grandfather when
they entered the camp, it ]fad suited them to make
out that they knew the missing man and to lE>ad
their questioners to believe that he was dead.
There was no real reason in doing this, but Rough
Ripley had simply answe1·ed that way more to
hurt the feelings of the two than anything else.
Now that they had almost reached the entrance
to the valley, the leader of the rascally trio was
eager to get into it and gain possession of the gold
he believed to be thei-e. Of course, he only had
Yellow Dog's word· for it, but he was quite certain that there mu'st be plenty of precious yellow
metal there, and 1 that John Hopkins had gathered
large quantities of it long before this. This being the case, all they would have to do would be
to steal the gold and make off with it. Yellow
Dog said it would be quite possible to do this if
they enteTed the place in the darkness. The time
hung i-ather heavily on the hands of the villains,
but after a while the sun disappea1·ed in the West,
and then the shades of night quickly gathered.
" Now, then," said Rough Ripley, as he arose
from the blanket, he had been sitting upon and
\\alked about. "I reckon it will soon be time ter
go on, Yaller."
"Yes," the Indian said. "Pretty soon, when the
stars all get out, then we go. • We take plenty
gold back to Eureka."
,
_
"Well, that's what we come here for, an' you
kin bet we'll do it, too. If there's got to be any
fi.ghtin' done, we know how ter do it, I 1·eckon.
You don't care if we kill a few of ther Injuns, do
yer'!"
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"Injuns in valley no go0d," declared Yellow
Dog, shaking his head. "Maybe we no have to
fight, but if we fight, we kill. We kill the paleface, too."
·.• "Of course. He's ther most dangerous one of
ther lot, I reckon," spoke up Hot Jack. "That feller is sartinly ther man ther old feller an' ther
boy is lookin' for."
"Well, I knowed that ther minute they spoke
about him," the leader answered quickly. "John
Hopkins was putty well known ter me. I met
him lots of times in ther town, though he was a
peculiar sort of galoot, an' never wanted ter be
sociable."
"Well, I .s'pose I've seen him, too, but didn't
.
know what his name was."
"Me, too," chimed in Mullen.
"Me no see the man in Eureka," declared
Yellow Dog, shaking his head. "But me tell you
how he look."
"Oh, he's ther one, all right," and Rou,gh Ripley appeared to be perfectly satisfied on this
point.
Gradually the stars came out, and when at
last it was as dark as it would be at any time
during the night, Yellow -Dog declared that it
1+"as time to go on and enter the valley. The
mules were quickly brought up, and then the
four mounted their horses, and with the Indian
in the lead, set out alo11Jg the regular path at
the foot of the cliffs, which turned in in the form
of a horseshoe 1·ight here. Yellow Dog had informed them that it was about in the middle of
the horseshoe that the passage would be found.
It was almost entirely hidden from view, too, and
only one who made a diligent search would stand
a chance of finding it at all. But he knew
exactly where it was, so the three white villains
did not worry. Jt was nearly half a mile they
had to cover before they reached the spot where
the passage was supposed to be. When the:V
,got there they could see nothing but the blacklooking rocks that arose in almost perpendicula1·
form. True, here and there was a juttin,g point
and a niche could be seen occasionall y, but n·othing that looked like a passage could be seen.
The Indian, however, was as good as his word,
~d when he at length paused before a jutting
wall that ran almost parallel with the solid cliff
itself, he called out, in a low tone of voice:
"Follow me. We go to the valley."
Around the point of rock he went and, leading
the mules behind them, the three men followed
There was a straight stretch for probably twenty
feet, and then the passage turned to the right.
They could all see the sta1·s overhead, as they
went through, for it was not an undergroun d
passage, but simply a deep fissure that seemed
to Jiave been cut by human hands, straight down
thr.ough the cliff. On they went for perhaps two
hundred yards, turning first to the right, and
then to the left, and at lenJ;!'th they eme11ged into
the valley. They had been descending nearly all
the time, and it mµst have been that they had
gone down nearly a hundred feet from the level
.. of the spot they had camped upon to wait.
Groves of trees could be seen here and there,
dotting the almost level stretch that was walled
in on all sides by jagged cliffs. The area of
the inclosed space might have been a dozen acres,
but certainly no more than that. Here and
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there were 1groups of rocks, but all around them
a ·rich vegetation abounded. There were so many
places where one might hide if he chose to, that
there was no tellin~ at what minute they might
come upon some of those who inhabited the valley. Yellow Dog was very cautious, for as soon
as they were ins'd:'! the v~lley he turned to
his companions , and in a low tone of voice, said:
"We have to look out, Rough Ripley. Me no
know just where my bad people are."·
"Oh, yer don't know jest wh~r·e they've got
their villa~e, eh'?" came the 1·eply.
The Indian shook his head in the negative.
"Yet yer say yer know there's plenty of gold
here."
"Plenty g-old here."
"Well, all right. We'll be a little careful about
what we do. S'pose we swing around to ther
left over there an' find a hidin' place in that
patch of woods."
This seemed to suit Yellow Dog, so they turned
and rode in that direotion, keeping their horses
at a walk. Reaching the clump of woods they
dismounted and the horses and mules were quickly led into the m:tizl!s, where they would be effectually hidden from the view of any one who
·
might be prowling about.
"~ow then, boys," said Rough Ripley, noddi11Jg
to his two companions , "what we want ter do is
to find where all this gold is. It's for Yaller ter
sh.ow us, an' ther quicker he does it ther better
I will feel."
"_Ther same here, Rough," declared Hot Jack.
while Mullen gave a nod to show that he felt the
same way.
"You wait here, and me go and find " said
Yellow. ~og, ~rawing_ himself to his full' height
and ra1smg his hand In an imperative way. "Me
fetch you here to get the 1gold, but me find where
the gold is."
"All right, Yaller. We'll wait here till yer
come back. But don't be very long."
The Indian nodde_d, and. then strode off through
the darkness, walkmg without makino- a sound
It was a tedious wait that followed, ;ithough it
was not more than half an hour before footsteps
were heard by the trw. Then Yellow Dog stel.lped among them and laid something that seemed
to be rather heavy at their feet.
"What have yer got, Yaller?" Rough Ripley
asked, eagerly, as he dropped upon his knees.
"Gold," was the reply. "Me find."
. Hot Jack and Mullen gave exclamatio ns of de-·
light, and_ then squatted upon the ground. The
leader quic~y fo1;1nd a match and struck it, and
as the Indian did not seem to mind this he
thought there was no da11Jger of the lig-ht b~ingseen. . What Yellow Dog had brought to them
was simply a bag made of rawhide. It was
very ~eavy, for as Rough Ripley attempted to
11;ove it he !Dade this discovery. He quickly untied the strlng, and then dove his hand into the
bag. When he drew forth a handful of shin;I1JK
nuggets, averaging the size of a pea he let ~ut
an exclamatio n of delight, and slapped the Indian
on the shoulder in hearty fashion.
"No make noise, Rough Ripley," said Yellow
Me
DQg, warningly. "Maybe somebody hear
find the village of the Utes, and me go into the
hut of the paleface. He no there. Me see him
talk and smoke with some Utes, so me have a
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good chance. Me feel around and soon find the
ba17, of gold. Then me come back."
'Well, you sartinly did a mighty clever thin1g,
Yaller," said Rough Ripley, as he weighed the
gold in his hand. "Now. then, jest tell us how
far it is to this village you have been ter."
"Half a mile-no more."
"Is that all? How many redskins is there
there?"
"Maybe thirty 01· forty-no more."
"They ain'~ all men, are they?"
"No; half men and half squaws. They live in
tepees made of wood."
''An' this white man, who sartinly must be
John Hopkins, lives in a shanty, too?"
"Yes, me know his shanty. It made no like
the rest."
"An' you sneaked inside an' got this bag of
gold? Well, that's mighty clever, I must say.
But how kin we manage ter git hold of more
.
of ther gold?"
"We ,go nearer to the village," the Indian answered. "Me find a very good place to hide. Then
maybe we all go and get plenty of gold before
the night is passed. Come."
They were all ready and willing to follow him,
so two minutes later they were makin,g their way
slowly in the direction of the Indian village Y ellow Dog· had visited, They took the mules and
horses with them, of course, and when they came
to a hollow among the rocks, where the boughs
of the i-rees overhead stretched completely across
and formed a canopy, shutting out even the
starlight, the three rascals felt that they had
indeed found a ,good hiding-place. But they had
seen no lights or anything that would indicate
the close whereabputs of an Indian village. However, there was nothing strange in this, since
Yellow Dog told them that a biig clump of woods
lay between.
"I reckon we kin have a light here," said
Rough Ripley, when he had felt around after they
came to a halt in the snug quarters.
A lantern was soon lighted, and then they were
not long in seein,g to the horses and mules. There
was water there, too, and some luxuriant grass,
so the animals at once began feeding.
"You wait here now and me go and find out
some more," .said Yellow Dog, after he had remained there a few minutes.
"Hadn 1t I better go with yer, Yaller?" Rough
Ripley asked.
The Indian hesitated, and then nodded assent.
"Stay righ t where yer are, boys," the leader
cautioned. "Don't yer leave till we come back,
unless it happens that we git into trouble. You'll
know that, 'cause there will be some shootin' done
if that happens."
Hot Jack and Mullen, thoUigh not altoget)ier
satisfied to remain there while their leader went
in search of the gold that was so close at hand.
gave in and sat down near the lantern which
had been placed upon the gmund close to the
bag of nuggets. When their companions bad
been ,gone probably ten minutes they suddenly
heard a noise above them. The next instant
there was a crashing of loosened dirt and stones,
and a human fornre dropped down directly before
them . . Rising to his feet was a Chinaman, and
utterly dismayed, they stepped back and looked
at him without uttering a word.

"Velly nicee evening, so be!" said the unexpected visitor, bowing . and smilin,g.
It was Hop Wah!

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Finds John Hopkins.
Young Wild West and his partners remained
in hiding with Dick Hopkins and Hop Wah until
darkness came, though three or four times a visit
had been made to the near vicinity of the camp
of the villains to see if they were still there.
It was on one of these little trips that our hero
learned a little more about the valley, though
it was not enough to ,give him a g;reat deal of
information, after all. He knew now that it
was as he thought in regard to the Indians.
Yellow Dog, as the Ute was called, had been
responsible for the trip to that part of the country. Lest the villains might become aware of
their near presence, our friends did not light a
fire that ni,ght, but made a meal of what they
had brought with them in a cooked state. As
soon as it was dark, Yo1mg Wild West nodded
to his companions and said:
"Now, then. I r eckon we must get ready for
business. From what I have been able to learn,
the entrance to this wonderful valley, as ft seems
to be from what that rascally Ute says, is very
close at .hand. Dick," turning to the boy, "you
will follow along with Hop and assist with the
horses. Charlie and Jim will go ahead with me
on foot. Now be careful that you don't ,get too
near u s until you hear the signal, which I will
give. It will be the ho6t of an owl given twice
in quick succession."
"Me undelstand, Misler Wild," the Chinaman
ans·wered, before the boy could make a reply.
"I go, too, Wild," Dick added, quickly.
"All right. Now, then; we will 1go ahead. You
know the way to come. You can stop when you
get to that bend in the cliff over there, and wait
until you hear the signal."
It all being understood, Charlie and Jim at once
set out. When they got close to the spot where
the three white villains and the Indian had been
waiting they found thav were just ,getting ready _.,;
to move. The Indian was bringinR" in the mules
from the grazing spot where they had been tied
during the latter part of the afternoon. It was
not long before they had mounted and started
off. Then it was that the young deadshot gave
the signal. Leaving Charlie and Jim to wait
until Dick and the Chinaman came up with the
horses, Wild went along after the four on foot.
It was well that he did this, for it was so dark
that he might have failed to discover the hidden
entrance to the valley. But he was within twenty
feet of them when they turned the sharp angle
of rock and disappeared from view. The last
mule had barely gone through when the young
deadshot was on the spot.
"Ah!" he muttered, under his breath. "Quite
a clever sort of entrance, I must say. It was ~
formed by nature, too, for it is simply a huge
split in the cliff, which was, no doubt, caused
by an earthquake at some former period. Well,
I will have to wait here until the rest come
along. But it is all right now, for I know the
way."
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In less than two minutes Charlie joined him, hlm. He was followed bv three others, who were,
and then the others came along with the horses. no doubt, minor chiefs of the remnant of the Ute
Thinking it just as well not to mount yet, Wild tribe that had come to take up the valley for an
took his sorrel by the bridle, and bidding the abode. The first to sit down beside the white
rest follow, started slowly through the crooked man was, no doubt, t,he chief, and when W;ld
~assage. They came along in single file behind saw him light a long-sterned pipe and puff awav
1im, and when they emerged at the other side, in silence, he knew pretty well that something
after making quite a sharp descent, they were of importance was going on in the way of a
not a little surprised at the beautiful little valley council.
"Well,'.' he heard the white man say, in a calm,
they had entered. They could see the forms of
those who had preceded them quite well, for they clear voice, as he looked squarely at the chief
"this is the night when it is to be settled. Th~
were not more than a hundred yards distant.
"Now then. boys," said Wild, in a low tone of question is whether I am to be allowed to go
voice, "I will leave it to Charlie to follow those away from here in peace, after giving mv promfellows and see where they U;O. I am going to ise ~ever 'to reveal any~hing- about this valley. I
make a little scout in another direction. I want await your answer, Chief O,gatola."
"Ugh!" came the reply. "Hopkins wants to
to find the inhabitants of the valley, if I can.
The rest of you will remain here until either leave the Utes. He no like to stay· here any
longer. He wants to get back to his own people."
Charlie or I return."
"You can't blame me for that, Ogatola," came
Without waiting any longer, our hero started
off through the darkness, taking a direction that the reply.
.
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failed
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little
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course
straight
':Wok almost a
e w~s satJSfi~d th at Ch1~f Ogatola was not
~illage that was located at the extreme west side
eased with th e idea of l~ttmg the _whit~ _man
of the valley. He had barely 1got through the
Eiaye th em.. They _all expressed then· opm1011s,
first patch of woods when he saw a few lights
for it wa~ surely he, as our hero
glimmering at a distance of probably a quarter wlule Hopk1:1s,
niw knew, l~ stened att~ntively. Fmallv the chbf
· •
of a mile ahead of him.
"Ah!" he ~hought, "I reckon that redskins knew t 7,Yfd to him and s~id:
you igo _away from the yalley you no take
pretty well what he was talking about. There
,,
is certainly a village or a camp here, for those pl~,ntv gold wit_I'. you, Hopkins. '
What good is the gold to you, Ogatola? can1e
lights seem to come from shanties. I wm go
ahead and investigatee, for I have no doubt that th~ reply.
Gold no good to me or my braves and their
Charlie will locate the rascals all right."
He pushed on rapidly now, and soon was ::lose squaws" and papooses," and the chief shook his
enough to make out the indistinct forms of sev- h1;ad. But when vou take away plenty g·old you
eral crude buildings that nestled in a little clear- will sure tell some palefaces where you ,got it.
ing. He crept up until he was close enough to Then they come h~re and make heap much fig-llt.
see plainly. Several forms were moving about, Maybe yo~ promis~. and swear you never tell.
and finally a pile of fagots not far distant from B~; you will fo~·get.
. Ogatola," said the 1:1an, slowly, as h1; arose to
one of the shanties was ignited by an Indian, who
brought a flaming torch from somewhere. The ~is feet and folded his arms across his breast,
you rem~mber what happened when I first
light from the fire gave the young de~dshot a
11:ood chance to see the surroundings. Standing struck this valley. You were outside looking
T.ack from the little· village were fields in a state around ~he country to make sure that no one
of cultivation while fruit trees that were set was spyrng on your home here, when your horse
out in reigula1'. form abounded. Keeping well in th_rew you and you lay in a hole among the rocks
the shadows, he moved around until he was with- wi~h a broken arm. It was I who came to your
ing twenty feet of the fire. He crouched at the relief, and you were so 1grateful for the assistance
side of one of the shanties, and then looked over I rendered you that you brought me here with
the human beings he saw slowly gathering about you. Perhaps_ you would have got here all right,
it. They were all Indians, and men at that. No but ~ fancy it would have ~een hard for you
women or children were to be seen. Suddenlv to climb out of that hole with a broken arm.
from out of one of the shanties a white man Ogatola, have you forgotten all this?"
. ''.He no forget, Hopkins," the Indian declared,
came. He was attired in buckskin breeches and
a flannel shirt and wore moccasins, but was ns 1I1Jg: and throwing out his chest. "He like you,
Hopkms. You good paleface. You stay with the
without a hat.
"That must be John Hopkins!" the boy exclaim- Utes and you can have my daughter for your
ed, under his breath. "I am not close enough squaw."1
''N~,' and Hopkins shook his head, decisively.
to note any resemblance to his relatives, but I
am satisfied it is he. Now, then, probably I will "I must go back to my people. You must re,.jnd out something of why he is stayin,a; here in member that I befriended you. Now it is for
you to do me a favor. I ,give you my sacred
this wonderful little valley."
The white man strode out close to the fire. Then word of honor that I will never tell anything
an Indian, who was rather gaudily attired, stalk- about this valley or about you and your peonlc
ed forth in a majestic way and squatted beside who are living here. I must be allowed to take
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with me what golrt I C'an caITy away. You have
plenty of horses here, so I will take two extra
ones. That will be enough, for they can carry
all I will ever want."
The other three listened in silence, never once
moving their heads. The old chief seemed to be
puzzled as to what he should do, but he again
turned to the three who were in council with
him, and then a further conversation in the Ute
la111gUage followed. When about ten minutes had
passed, Ogatola turned to the white man and
said:
"Wait one week, Hopkins. Then I will tell you
whether you can go or not."
"You have been telling me that for a long
time, Ogatola," was the impatient reply. "I will
not wait another minute, in fact. I want to
know now."
"You stay here, Honkins."
As he said this the chief turned on his heel
and entered the shanty that was nearest the fire.
Hopk;ns looked after him in silence fol" a moment, and then, without paying any attention to
the twQ who had been in the council with the
chief, or to any of the other braves who were sit1.":,g about, he walked 'o a shanty that had a
pitched roof on it. wh'ch. was entirely different
from the rest of thP viTiage. The moment Wild
s.tw him going there he crep~ softly from the
spot and made his way in the same direction.
Several braves now ran forward and proceeded to
tinguish tht> fire, for the council was over. Taking advantage of the darkness which came so
ouickly, our hero slipped softly to the door of
the shanty Hopkins had entered. It had been
shut, but was not fastened, so without any
n<··sitation he pushed it open and ~teppe<Linside.
The white man who was being detained in the
village by the Indian fanatics, was in the act of
lighting a lantern with a burning twig that he
had brought with him from the fire. He ,gave a
violent start when he :;aw the white boy standing
before him, but Wild lifted his hand quickly and
said:
"Keep silent. I am a friend."
"Where-where did you come from?" gasped
Hopkins, as he let the burning twig fall to the
floor.
"I came here to look for ·you, John Hopkins,"
the boy answered, coolly, as he struck a match.
"Here. let me light that lantern."
"But who are you?"
"Young Wild West is my :name."
"What!"
"That's right, Hopkins. Don't get excited now.
Sit down; I reckon there is no danger of any
of the redskins coming in here just now."
"No, they won't come in here. They never
interfexe with me. But who sent you here, Young
Wild West?"
"Your father and your son."
"Where are·they?"
"Well, neither of them is any great distance
from this place. I could take you to your father
inside of two or three hours, and your son in
a few miNites. But, as I told you before, don't
get excited. You are in quite a bad fix, according to what I heard a little while ago. Now,
then, don't you worry a bit. You are going to
«et away from here ull right, «nd you_are going
0

(':

tP take just as much gold as you want, providin.1t
it is here so you can do that."
"It is here," Hopkins answered, and then he
reached over and caught the boy's hand and gave
it a grip such as he had not extended to a human
being in many days. "You say my father and
my son are so close by. Did they come in search
of me?" he questioned.
"Ye,;, that's just what they did. If you can
manage to keep cool, I will take you to Dick in
a few minutes."
"My boy Dick!" exclaimed the man, joyfully.
"Yes, that's just who it is, and a nice young
fellow he is, too. But sit down a minute. I want
to talk to you first."
The man obeyed, and then Wild quickly related how it was he had come to the valley with
his companions in search for the missing man.
To say that Hopkins was delighted would hardly be expressing it. He declared that he had
remained in the valley much longer than he had
cared to, but since the Utes had been so insistent
upon his remaining there, and had treated him
:,o kindly, he had decided to do his best to gain
their consent before he left. But when he found
a few minutes before that it was evidently not
the in1ention of the chief to give him permission,
he had started for his shanty, determined to
leave, anyhow, as soon as he could make the
necessary preparations.
"Well," said Wild, after he was satisfied the
man was in a pretty cool frame of mind, "come
with me now and you will have the pleasure of
meeting your son, who has come such a Jon!?," way
to look for you."
Hopkins nodded, and then without extinguishinJr the lantern, which he left on a :rou.gh little
table in the shanty, he opened the door softly and
peered outside. The way was clear, for nearly
all the Indians had gone into their abodes, so he
stepped outside and Wild followed him. The
young deadshot led him toward the patch of
woods, at the other side cff which he had left his
companions. As they neared the woods a crashing in the bushes sounded and then hurried foot;..
steps were heard.
"Follow me, Hopkins!" exclaimed Wild, in a
whisper. "I reckon we are being spied upon. But
it is not your friends, the Indians, however. It
is our enemies."
The boy bounded away, like a shot, anrl Hopkins, wondering what would happen next, ran
after him. Wild soo.n found that he stood little
chance of catching them in the dark. He decided
to use strategy. so at once came to a halt. Hopkins quickly joined him, and then our hero whispered:
"Not a sound now. Just keep your ears open.
We must trv and find where those iellows went."

CHAPTER VII.-Hop and the Two Villains.
Wild and Charlie had not been gone more than
ten minutes on their respective errands when
Hop Wah turned to Dart and said:
"Misler Jim, me likee go see where Misler
Charlie is. Me wantee findee um bad Melican
men."
"Wild told you to stay he1·e until he came
back, Hop," was the reply,

'
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"Lat allee light.

Me no gittee in tlouble, so

be."

Without waiting to hear what Jim might have

• to say to this, the clever Chinee at once started

off in the darkness in the direction the scout had
taken: He was not afraid of coming in sudden
contact with Ch.arlie and being mistaken for one
of the villains, for he had put in so much time
with Young Wild West and his partners that
he had come to be quite expert in woodcraft.
Then, again, he was always ready for anything
that might happen. But he did not mean that
Charlie should ever know that he had left Jim
.and the boy, · so he p,roceeded very cautiously, and
it was not very long before he heard the sounds
of low voices. Hop crept around close to the
bushes that almost surrounded the spot where
the villains had halted when they first entered
the valley. He worked his way close enough to
distinguish their forms, even though it was as
dark as pitch there. Hop settled down quietly,
hoping to overhear something that would be of
importance. It was _not very lonig before the
Indian came back, after he had left the three
white rascals to go to try and locate the Indian
village.
Hop listened to all that was said, and when
they got thejr horses a'1d mules and left the spot,
he moved along after them, keeping at a safe
distance. Just as the four led the horses and
mules down mto the hollow that Yellow Dog declared was a good place for them to hide, a hand
suddenly gripped -Hop by the collar of his coat.
He gave a violent start, but did not utter a sound.
"vVhat are you doin' here, you yarler heathen?"
came the quei-y, in a low whisper.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie," Hop answered, some.w hat crestfallen, for he realized that the
scout had found him, after all. "Me wantee come
· and see whatee going on, so be."
"Dldn't Wild tell yer te1· stay back there with
Jim an' ther kid?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. Me wantee
come, so me comee."
"Well, I seen yer start aft!lr them four galoots,
an' I knowed yer 1·ight away, even if it was so
dark that I couldn't hardly see what yer looked
like. I could tell yer by your actions, Hop."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Charlie."
"Not so smart as yer think yer are. Maybe
you thought you was goin' ter do a little spyin'
all on your own account, an' then go back an'
tell a big story. But I found yer. Now, then,
you jest light out for where Jim an' Dick Hopkins is waitin'."
"Me wantee 1go with you, Misler Charlie," said
Hop, pleadingly.
"Well, I s'pose it's all right. Come on, then.
But be careful you don't make no noise. Now
don't yer go to cuttin' up, either. We don't want
no fireworks displayed jest yet. We have got ter
see Wild afore anything like that happens."
Hop was delighted when he found the scout
was 1going to let him remain with him. He followed Charlie along, treading carefully, and up
a regular hill they made their way. Charlie
knew a great deal more about that ~ort of business than Hop, so the latter was quite content to
follow him now. The scout knew pretty well
that the villains meant to make their temporary
lieadguarters in the valley, for he had heard
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enough of what the Indian said to the three
white men for that. It was his idea to get upon
the rocks above them, so he m~ght have the
chance to catch everything they said, and possibly
get a look at them. Being careful not to dislodge a stone or a piece of dit,.t. he ascended to
the top of the rocks, Hop following him carefully. Once they were there the scout placed
his ·hand upon the Chinaman's shoulder and said ,
in a low whisper:
"Now, then, don't you move. You jest keep as
still as a mouse. They're rijht down below us.
As, see that!"
It was just then that a lantern was hghted,
an_d then the two could look down upon the four
quite plainly. The short conversation that followed before Rough Ripley left with Yellow
Jack to pay a visit to the village that was so close
at hand was heard by Charlie and Hop. They
both knew also that a bag of gold nuggets had
been stolen from the white man who was livin1g
with the Utes in the valley. Charlie was eager
to surprise the two scoundrels after they had been
left alone, but he knew that probably Wild would
not sanction such a thing, so he settled down to
remain silent and watch until the leader of the
trio and his Indian · friend returned. Perhaps
ten minutes passed after the two villains had
been left here by their companions. Then Hop
moved slightly, for he felt a cramp in one' of his
ankles. Something happened then that caused
Cheyenne Charlie to be surprised anri angry as
·
well.
It happened that Hop was resting upon a bed
of dry earth that was on top of a bi,g rock, and
the whole thing gave waY. with a crash, and
down he went.
"Great gimlets!" the scout muttered, under his
breath. "That's what I git for lettin' that fool
come with me. Now, then, this business will be
spoiled as sure as gun·s."
He hela his revolver ready to shoot the villains
if they attempted to do harm to the Chinaman.
But when he saw Hop· scramble to his feet and
face the two, who acted as though they had suddenlv been turned to stone, he felt easier. He
knew perfectly well that Hop was quite capable
of takill/g care of himself under such conditions,
so he made sure that there ·was no danger of his
slipping down, and then waited to see what would
happen. Hol) waited fo1· two or three seconds
for the surprised villains to say something, and
finding that they did not, he exclaimed:
"Velly nicee evening, so be."
Of course, neither Hot Jack nor Mullen knew
that there was a Chinaman anywhere about, and
it was not strange that they should be almost
paralyzed with astonishment when he dropped
right before them.
"Where did you come from, heathen?" Hot Jack
managed to blurt out, as he found the use of his
tongue.
"Me allee samee dlop flom um sky, so be," Me
velly smartee Chinee. Me fly allee way flom
China,'' Hop answered, in his bland style.
This did not have quite the effect that he intended it should, for MuUen stepped forward and
seized him by the shoulder, roughly.
"None of that, heathen. Don't 1<ive us no
ghost stories, cause it won't ,go down. Do yer
live in this valley?"
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"Lat light. Me livee here velly muchee long
timee, so be."
"How did yer come ter tumble down here?"
"Me hear you comee here, so me glttee up
lne to lookee at you, so be."
"Who did yer come here with-I mean in this
hc·re valley?"
"Me comee with um Melican man, so be."
"Ah!" and Mullen nodded as though he had
made a great discovery. "What do yer think
of that, Jack?"
"Oh, I s'pose be come with a galoot they call
Hopkins," was the reply.
"Lat light. He allee samee John Hopkins,"
Hop retorted, coolly. "Whattee you wantee here?
Um ledskins allee samee killee you pletty soonee."
"No, they won't, 'cau.se we won't let 'em," declared Hot Jack.
Hop now stepped b.ack, for the hand had been
1·emoved fr9m his shoulder, and sat down upon a
.
1ock.
"Heathen," said Mullen, stepping before him,
"du yer feel like livin' very long?"
"Me wantee live allee samee bundled years, so
Le," was the reply.
"Well, yo11 won't live five minutes if yer don't
an!'wer the questions I'm goin' ter ask yer."
"\Vhatee you wante.e know, so be?"
"How many redskins is there in this valley?"
"Allee samee fifty," Hop answered, at random.
''Jest about what Yaller Dog said," Hot Jack
·
!<poke up.
"Have they got guns an' ammunition w ith
'em?" Mullen went on to ask.
"Lillee bit," Hop retorte<l, readily. "Ley no
fightee much. But ley no wantce Melican men to
allee samee comee. Maybe ley make velly muchee
fightee if ley findee you."
"Well, that's all right. There's lots of gold
in ther valley, ain't there?"
"Allee samee twenty million dollee worth."
"My!" exclaimed Hot Jack. "What do yer
LL ink of that, pard ?"
"Well, that's all ri,ght, then. I reckon we kin
have a !Share of it if there's as much as that."
"You findee plenty gold, but you havee lookee
outee for um ledskins," Hop declared, shaking liis
head serious] y.
He was thinking that it was about time he got
away from the two villains when he said this,
so he began thinking rapidly, and soon devised a
plan. In his pockets were several samples of
fireworks which . he manufactured himself. But
in order to set one of them off and surprise the
two men so he might ge_t away before they were
aware of it, he had to light a cigar. He calmly
took one from his pocket, and then producing a
match, struck 'it and applied the flame to it.
"A putty cool sort of heathen, I reckon," observed Hot Jack, nodding to Mullen.
"He sartinly seems to be," was the reply. "I
wonder where he gits cigars in this wild part
of ther country?"
"Me allee samee makee up dgars, so be," Hop
answered, cheerfully. "PlentJ tobackee glow
here. · Velly goodee tobackee, too. Me likee
smokee."
"Ain't got no more cigars with yer, have
yer?" Mullen queried.
lt was the old-time trick that had been repeate,l so often that Hop was eve1· tired of it himself,

but he could no t resist the temptation. He always carried a few cigars that were loaded with
powder or some other explosive, and sometimes
they. afforded him a great deal of amusement. '
"Me igottee two cigars, so be," he said, as
though he was reluctant to part with them.
"You wantee smokee velly muchee bad?"
"Yes. Hand 'em out."
Hop hesitated a moment, and then produced
two cigars that were well loaded with p:unpowder
in such a way that they would not make a very
loud report when they exploded, but could scatter sparks in every direction and create considerate confusion at the same time. Hot Jack
p.nd Mullen accepted the cigars eagerly, and so
they would be sure of lighting them right away,
Hop struck another match. They lighted the
cigars and began puffing away.
"This is ther first time I've had a good smoke
since we left Eureka," observed Mullen, as he
blew a cloud of smoke from his mouth. A pipe
is all ri,ght when yer can't git nothin' else. But
I tell ye1· a cigar is ther thing, sometimes. I'll
bet Rough would like to be smoldn' one of these
·
cigars ri,ght now."
"Maybe he would an' maybe he wouldn't," was
his companion's reply. "Most likely he's got hold
of some gold afore this. A bag of gold is worth
more than a cigar any time."
"Yes, but---"
There was a vivid flash and the ci[{'.ar Mullen
was smoking exploded. As though it had been
arranged for the other to follow suit immediately
Hot Jack's went off.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed Hop, and then he arose to
his feet and bounded away like a shot.
He had, of course, picked out the way he meant
to go, so before the two villains could recover
from their astonishment at what had happened,
he had disappeared from view.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Mullen, as he looked at
the remnants of the cigar, which he still clutched in his fingers. "Now, then, I reckon there will
be a hot time. That heathen ·will go b-ack an' tell
ther Injuns that we're here. If Rough an' Yaller
Dog ain't mighty careful they'll git caught."
"Had we better faller him an' try ter ketch
him?"
"No, I reckon that wouldn't do. We had better
stay ri,ght here an' take t;1er chances."
Meanwhile, Hop was crawling around to where
Charlie was. The scout knew he would surely
come, so he waited. The two villains did not extinguish the lantern, though they turned it down
and covered it panly with a blanket. ·As he felt;
Hop touch him on the ankle, he slipped back a
few feet and said:
"Well, you're a nice heathen, ain't yer? What
did yer fall clown there for?"
"Me no helpee, Mi.sler Charlie," declared Ho1,,
in a very low tone of voice. "But me gittee
outtee allee light."
"Yes, I knowed yer would do that. But if them
two galoots had offered ter hurt yer I was
ready ter shoot 'em, jest the same. They're awful "'
scared now, 'cause they think you belong here in
ther valley, an' that y9u'Il have a whole lot of
Injuns after 'em in no time."
"We go backee now, Misler Charlie?" Hop
asked.
"We may as well, I s'pose. Most likely Wild·
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is there by this time. One thing about it, them reach it before they could intercept them. Wild
three white rascals an' ther Injun can't git out had not returned yet, and Charlie and Hop were
of here without us knowin' it. I s'pose there's telling Jim and the boy of their adventure, when
only one way ter git in an' out of ther little they heard the clatter of hoofs. They soon observed the forms of the villains as they- rode
valley. We'll go on back."
Hop was quite willing to do this, so he followed along at a ,gallop, something like a hundred
the scout down to the level ground below, and yards to their left.
"Git after 'em, boys!" exclaimed the scout, runthen, much pleased at what had happened, he
walked along after him until they finally joined ning forward, rifle in hand.
If they had mounted their horses they might
Jim and Dick Hopkins.
have been able to catch the villains before they
got through the crooked passa,ge. But as it was.
they were a little too late, and when the scout
CHAPTER VIII.--John Hopkins Takes Leave of reached the place the sounds made by galloping
the Valley.
hoofs. could be heard from the other side.
"There is no need of following them, Charlie,"
Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah had not been said Jim Dart, shakin,g his head. "They have got
gone more than five minutes when Rouigh Ripley away, and probably they have obtained more of
and Yellow Dog ran hurriedly to the hollow the gold that belonged to Dick's ft ther. We had
where their two companions were waiting, acting better go back and wait until Wild returns."
as though they were in great fear.
"I s'pose that's right, Jim," -and the scout shook
"What was ther matter a little while aigo?" his head in a djsappointed way. "If I had only
Rough exclaimed. "We seen a couple of flashes thought ter jump on my horse, I could have folan' heard somethin' that sounded like powder lowed 'em up an' dropped 'em, 'cause I mi,ght
explodin'."
have been able ter git a putty good sight of 'em
"There was a Chinee here," Mullen spoke up. outside."
"He give us cigai·s what was loaded."
They all went back to the spot whe1·e Wild
"What!"
had told them to wait for them, feeling quite
Rough Ripley was the picture of amazement sore over the escape of the villains. But the
now.
thought that he was soon to meet his long-lost
"Well, I reckon ther best thing we kin do is father aroused Dick
Hopkins to a pitch of ento git r1gp.t out of this valley. Who do yer s'pose thusiasm, and as he talked about it, Charlie and
is here?"
Jim brightened up considerably and became al"What do yer mean, Rough?" Hot Jack de- most as eager as the boy to meet John Hopkins .
• mantled, sharply.
They had scarcely reached the spot where Wild
"Well, I mean ter say that Young Wild West had
them to wait when they heard footsteps,
is here in this valley. Me an' Yaller seen him and told
a f<sw
later the young deadshot apcome out of a shanty with ther white man what's peared withseconds
John Hopkins.
livin' here, an' we run away as fast as we could.
has been goin,g on, boys?" our hero askThey're followin' us, most likely, though when ed,"What
he came forward and joined them. "I
we got in ther bushes we didn't make no notse, knowasthat
Hop has been at
for I saw two
an' tried ter git back here as quick as we could. bright flashes and was able work,
to hear ihc sounds
It took us some little time, an' afore we igot here of a couple of explosions."
we seen them two flashes I jest spoke about.
"Lat light, Misler Wild."
I reckon we don't stand no show h.ere now, 'cause
thought so. Well, before we p;o any further,
Young Wild West an' his pards has followed us let"Ime
introduce you to John Hopkins. Here is
here, an' with them ter fight an' th~r Injuns, an' your father, Dick."
John Hopkins, too, I reckon we won't stand no
The boy sprang forward, and the man who had
show. We've got one bag of ther yaller dust, been
lost so long caught him in his arms and
anyhow, so we'll git outside an' take to ther sage- gave
him a hug. No one said anything until they
~l>rush."
separated themselves.
"Ughi" exclaimed Yellow -Dog, nodding his
"Well, this does me ,g·ood, Hopkins," ·wild spoke
head, approvingly. "No stay here. Heap much
up, as he placed a hand on the man's shoulder,
fight pretty soon . Maybe we get shot."
Both Mullen and Hot Jack were willing to do and then patted Dick on the back with the other.
"A plucky son you have. He came all the way
anything their leader said.
"Git ther horses an' mules an' come on!" ex- from home to look for you. As I told you, your
claimed the leader. "Maybe we kin make Young fathe1· can be reached in a few hours, so you
Wild West an' his pards foller us out, an' if we ought to be a very happy man."
"I am, Young Wild West," came the grateful
kin do that I think we'll be able ter pick 'em off
retort . "It is almost too good to be true. But
from ambush. Co:tne on."
The four lost no time in untying their horses. we must not leave here until we get the gold I
The bag- .o f gold was slung over the back of one have accumulated. I have nearly a ton of it stowof the mules, and then they mounted and hur- ed beneath the floor of my shanty. I filled a ba,g
riedly rode out of the hollow, making a bee-line to-day and left it inside. I forgot to show you
for the entrance of the valley. They were very that before we came out."
But when the scout had told all that had hapmuch frightened, and for the time being they
-forgot all abo\lt the immense quantity of g-old pened it struck the young deadshot right away
that the vallev was sup1)osed to contain. It hap- that those he had heard rushing away when he
pened t hat our friends were fat· enough away left the shanty with Hopkins must ha"e been
· from the only mea11s of getting out of the valley Rouigh Ripley and the Indian.
"Maybe they were able to see me," he added.
at that time to give the villains a chance to
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sh:Jking hh head . "I suppos~ Rough Ripley Wild West. "Now, then, we'll all go and help
thought lt better to get out of there, since he you ,get your gold. We will use our horses for
know~ I cm shoot pretty straight. Well, they the purpose. You say the Indians are not likely
ha·re r;one out, but they won't ~o very far away to trouble you· to-night?"
'"rom the entrance to the valley, that's certain.
"No, they have retired by this time. They
Ne will have a fight in the sagehrush before we
are very early risers, and go to bed soon afte1·
iet through with them, vou can bet on that."
sundown. If we work quietly, I believe it can be
"Yes, and it will be a finish fight, too," the done."
,cout decla1·ed.
"Well, we will work quietly enough. ',Ve will
John Hopkins was much amazed when he get at it right away."
ncard all that had happened. Dick 1·elated his
Hopkins seemed to think it was all ri,sht, s:i u
1>'ory first. and when he hail fin:shcd Wild took few minutes later all hands, including the clever
up the th•ead until the time he had met him, and Chinaman, set out in the direction of the Indian
then CharLe finished it. Bv th';, time more than village. They went as close as they thought it
half an hot;r had nassed since Wild returned. wise with the horses, and then leaving them in
"\Vell, Youn,g Wild W es~. what do you advise charge of Hop, the rest went around to the rear
r.-,_, to do ?" Joh11 Hopkins asked, after a pause in oi 1he shanty the white man had built and had
tl,e convcn·i:tion.
lived in since he had been one of the inhabitants
"You ~av you don't care to leave this valley of the 1·ich valley. Hopkins went around and
I' ithout ta king your gold with you?"
entered the door. There was a window at the
"Yes, I'd hate to do that, :iftel' having worked back, ,and removing the sash, he told Wild to
s J hard to get it. I strnck i hi ~ place by accident.
climb in, which the boy promptly did. Jim folIt was through my helping the chief of the few lowed him, while Charlie and Dick remained outIndians who are Jivin,g here, who had broken his side.
,~rm after being thYown from his horse, that
Hopkins carefully removed a portion of the
made it possible fer me 1.o live here in peace. floor, and then
bags of gold were disclosed.
They all treated me very well, but insisted every He had made thehisbags
so they would hold about
time I spoke of leaving- that I could not do so. a hundred pounds apiece,
one after the
Thev even helped me to .:.cc11mulate gold, which other they were lifted fromand
hiding-place
h here> quite plent iful in some spots, thoug-h it and handed out of the window.their
To any but our
:ill comes from placers, and thev are soon ex- hero and his partners this vast amount
of gold
hau~ted. To-night I expected I would obtain nu,ggets mhrht ·have been almost
appalling. But
their consent to leave, but failed . Now, then, I they had experienced
so much in treasure-huntr.m go:n,g to leave, anyhow, but I want to take ing and gold mining that they did not seem to
rny wealth with me, for I have an immense forthink very strange of it. Bag after bag was
tu:ie here."
lifted outside. and when the last one had been
"Isn't that nice, dad!" exclaimed Dick, joy- taken Hopkins looked for the one he had filled
fully. "Grandpa and I st ·uck it rich, too, but and left in the shanty that night. Finding it
we didn't find anything like you say you have was missing, he was much puzzled. But when
got."
Charlie told him how the villains had obtained
Having a full knowledge of the valley, it was a bag of iold, it was easily explained. There
c:1.1,y for John Hopkins to find a snug hiding- were just fourteen bags of yellow ore, and as
•.,ace for our friends. When he sugigested it, each aggre,gated about a hundred pounds, it cer\ t;,mg Wild West fell in with it right away, so tainly was quite a lot.
i• was not long before he was leading them to
But by using their lariats, our friends tied
a corner of the valley that was not more than a the bags t~ether in twos, and then they were
c narter of a mile from the ou tlet. There was
carried to the horses and lifted upon their backs.
water and grass there in abundance, and the The Indians slept on, never dreaming that their
rr,cks were piled up in fantastic shape:;, affordirug white friend was making preparations to leave
::: rnrt of natural inclosure.
with the golden harvest he had accumulated since
"You will be safe enough here," Hopkins said, his advent among them. It took about three
\'"hen they 1·cached it. "You can ever, kindle hours to carry away the gold, for the horses had
a fil'e at night, fo r the blaze C0'.1-d not 1e seen to pass through the crooked passage in single
.-i hundred yards distant.
But in the daytime it file. Among the rocks not far from the entrance
\/Ouldn't do, for the smoke woulJ surely be dis- the treasure was hidden. Hopkins had, of course,
covered by the Indians. I will leave you here decided to leave that night. He had not thought
now and do my best to co1tvey my gold here. I of such a plan until it was su,ggested by Yomii
will get right at work, for I surely will not be
Wild West.
hothered to-night.
The only thing that has
"Well," said he, "since you say you have
troubled me is that I would be unable to get enough provisions, there is no need for me to go
horses to help me get away with my riches, un- back to my shanty again. I have brought with
less I stole them from the Indians."'
me about all I care to take from it in the last
"How about them mules what':; outside?" the trip we made. 1 may as well bid good-by to
:-:rout spoke up. "I reckon they would come in 0,gatola and his flock."
putty handy for that purpose."
"Do it silently, then, Hopkins," our hero an"If we could only get them," Hopkins said, swered, with a laugh.
eagerly.
"Father, I would like to see the Indians before
"Well, we will git to work an' cart your igold we leave," Dick spoke up.
outside of ther valley somewhere. Then I reckon
"\Veil, that wouldn't do, my boy," was the
it won't be long afore we git them mules."
reply. "We wilJ have to omit that. You ought to
"That's the idea, Hopkins!" exclaimed Young be satisfied at finding me alive and well."
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"Oh, I am, but you act as though you have a
very friendly feeling for -these Indians."
"Well, I have to a certain extent. They surely
have treated me well, only they would never grant
me permission to leave."
"I reckon you can get along without having
a look at the redskins, Dick," Young Wild West
said, with a laugh. "We will just put up here
now and to-morrow mornin,g we will strike out
and return to your grandfather and the girls."
"All right, Wild. Anything you say. You are
the boss of this expedition, all right."
With this understandinig, they went into camp,
but outside the valley instead of in the snug
place J chn Hopkins had showed them.

CHAPTER IX.-The Decoy.
When tl:Je three villains and their redskin ally
were safely out of the valley they felt much
relieved. They kept on riding until they were
sure they were not being pursued, however, and
then Roun-h Ripley brought his horse to a halt
and called out:
"We'll stop here a few minutes, boys. That
was what I call a putty narrow escape. It's a
wonder they didn't open fire on us afore we igot
into that passage. I seen 'em comin' on a run."
"Me see palefaces, too," remarked Yellow Dog,
with a nod. "But they no want to shoot. They
want to catch and make prisoners."
"I reckon Yaller is right on that," Hot Jack
observed. "But they didn't git us, an' I'm mighty
glad of it, too. Of course, I wasn't igoin' ter let
'em take me without I fired a shot or two."
"Well, they hadn't no right ter shoot at us,
anyhow, 'cause we wasn't doin' nothing to them,"
Mullen declared, as he looked back toward the
frowning cliffs they had left behind them.
"No, we wasn't doin' nothin' ter 'em, that's a
fact," the leader said. "But they might think
we was goin' ter, though, 'cause they know l)Utty
well what we are by this time."
"Not much further, I reckon. We'll strike over
here to ther left, where there's more bushes.
Then we'll hide an' keep a watch for 'em ter
come out. When they do come we must see to
it that they all go under. They t;artinly will
fe tch John Hopkins awav with 'em, an' when
he comes there will be a pile of gold comin', too.
That's what we want, boys. We want ther gold,
but it won't be safe ter let any of 'em live if
we take it."
"Shoot all the palefaces!" Yellow Dog exclaimed, nodding his approval. "Me igot good
rifle. Me shoot straight."
"You'll have a chance ter do some shootin',
all right, Yaller," Rough answered with a
chuckle. "But yer better not let Young Wild
West draw a bead on yer, 'cause if he-does it
will be all up with. yer."
"Me no afraid of paleface boy."
"I know yer ain't jest now, but wait till yer
happen ter run afoul of him. Then maybe you'll
be afraid."
"Ugh!" and the Indian grunted as though he
did not like that sort of talk.
Rough Ri.pley now turned his ho1·se off to the
left and proceeded at a walk. He did not go
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more than a couple of hundred yards when the
high bushes he had spoken of were reached. The
ground was a little uneven here. too, and this
made it all the better for them, since they could
easily hide their horses and lie in wait for their
intended victims. The sagebrush was quite thick,
but here and there was an open spot, where the
ground was hard and stony, Having found what
they thought was about the best place they could
stop at, the four dismounted, and then saw that
the horses and mules were taken to a little hollow
and tied so they could not possibly stray away.
"It ain't likely they'll come out of there tonight, boys," said Rough Ripley, shaking his head.
"That bein' ther case, we might as well git a
good sleep. I s'pose it would be better ter have
some one on ther watch all ther time, though ."
"Me W{ltch for two hours," the Indian answered, quickly. "Palefaces might come and go
away, and we no find."
"All right, Yaller. -That's a good idea. You
watch for a couple of hours, and then you wake
one of us. We'll do it that way, each one takin' a
share in the game.
"But, see here," spoke up Hot Jack, who had
been in a thinking mood for the past minute or
two, "we'll be right here waitin' for 'em, when
it ain't likely they'll come close enough for us ter
git a good chance at 'em. They'll _go straight
on. Yer know why we come here, Rou,gh. We
w~nt ter hi_dE; ourselves. But it ain't likely they'll
thmk of h1din' themselves when they git ready
ter leave, so they'll go straight ahead. I think
we've got ter d-0 somethin' ter make 'em coma
this way."
"Well, ain't it likely they'll follow our trail?"
the leader retorted.
"Maybe they will, an' maybe they won't. Mayba
they won't see it. I took notice that ther ground
is mighty hard, an' ther hoofprints might not
show. I'll tell yer what I'll do; I'll jest ride back
there an' I'll drop a rag e'\ery few· yards along,
so they'll get interested enough ter follow us ther
trail. I think that will work all right."
"That's a good idea, Jack," Mullen spoke up,
"It won't take us long ter git some rags ready ,
I'm wearin' a lot of 'em jest about now, anyhow."
In a few minutes Hot Jack had made his preParations, and then he mounted his horse and rode
along the edge of the higher- brush, dropping the
rags as he went. He went on until he was satisfied he had crossed the spot where Young Wild
West and his friends would make their appear•
ance when they left the valley, and then he rode
back, feeling satisfied that his scheme was all
right. He tied his horse and unsaddled it, and
then sought his blanket. since he found his two
companions we1·e already lyin,g down, while the
redskin was sitting in a comfoTtable position,
his back against a rock. It was not long before
he was sound asleep, along with his two compan~
ions. When the time came, Yellow Dog aroused
Mullen, and thus it went on du1·ing the ni,ght,
fol' no signs of those they were waiting for were
seen. They were all awake shortly after it began
to grow light in the east.
"Now, then," said Rou,gh Ripley, shrugging
his shoulders and nodding his head, "I reckon
it won't be very lc11g afore we'll see 'em come
out."
"What makes yer think they'll come out so
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aioon, Rough?" Mullen -asked.

"Maybe it'll tako
'em some time ter git ther gold-dust Hopkins has
got."
"It won't take Young Wild West long, you kin
bet on that," was the confident retort.
"Do you think they'll put up a fight an' take
it whether ther lnjuns in there want 'em to or
not?"
"Sa1·tin they will. You kin bet it won't be long
afore we see somethin' of 'em."
"I reckon it won't," spoke up Hot Jack, excitedly. "Look over there. A fire is bein' start•
ed. See ther smoke goin' up?"
All eyes were turned in the direction he pointed. Right near the hidden entrance of the wonderful little valley smoke was rising.
"They've been outside all night, I reckon,"
Rough Ripley declared. "Most likely they've
camped there, I wish I dared ter go up a little
close an' see what's goin' on over there."
"That kin be done all right," Hot Jack retorted.
"It ain't more than half a mile from here, an' I
reckon if a feller dodges along behind ther
bushes he kin git over there close enough ter
see 'em."
"Maybe you would like ter try it," suggested
the leader, with a ring of sarcasm in his voice.
"Oh, I ain't afraid ter try it, Rough."
"Well, go ahead, then. I s'pose you're about as
clever as any of us in that line of business."
· "I sartinly am. But I'd like ter have a little
breakfast afore I start out."
"I see. Maybe yer don't feel like dyin' on an
empty stomach."
"Oh, don't yer think I'm goin' ter die jest yet.
I ain't goin' ter let 'em see me, so ·they won't
shoot me."
Yellow Dog took the hint when the villain spoke
of something to eat, and he quickly brought out
some cooked meat and bread that had been left
from the meal the night before. Hot Jack ate
greedily and washed it down with a drink of
water from the canteen he carn.ed.
"There!" said he. "Now I 'feel jest right for
i>usiness. I'm goin' ter sneak over there an' see
what's goin' on. It ain't goin' ter take me long
ter do it, either. I'll take a roundabout way, an'
I'll spy on 'em, all right. Jest wait here till I
..come back."
The villsiin seemed confident that he would
succeed, and without any further loss of time he
set out, keepin,g the bushes and high spots between him and the place he wanted to reach. He
continued on in this way until he got up close to
the cliffs, and then he found it quite easy, since
there were plenty of reeks there, and the face
ran in irregular fashion. All he had to do was
to keep pretty close to the cliff, and make his way
along. Now and then he thought it advisable to
crawl on the ground, which he did. But in about
fifteen minutes he was within the sound of voices.
"There!" he muttered. "Rough Ripley had an
idee. I was afraid ter come here. I've done it, all
;right. Now, then, I'll git up closer an' take a
ilook."
It happened that it was easy for him to do this,
\Jlo two or three minutes later he had reached a
.dump of rocks that was within a hundred feet
"Of the camp -of our friends. He looked them over,
f&nd when he saw the Chinaman he gave a nod.
' "That heathen sartinly did give us a scare last

nig·ht," he muttered. "Well, he'll git fixed for
that, an' no mistake. There's Young Wild West
an' his two pards, an' that boy we seen over there
with iher old man yisterday. Ther other feller is
John Hopkins, of course. My! but jest look at
them bags they've ,got piled up there. There's
gold in every one of 'em, I'll bet. Well, that will
come in mighty handy for us. I don't see how
they 1cin ever ,git it away with ther horses they've
got. It will be all ther mules an' our own horses
kin carry, I reckon. Jest think of it! Ther whole
bunch of us will be rich as l(}rds!"
He rubbed his hands and chuckled, just as
though he imagined the gold was already in his
po1l8ession. He waited there until he saw the
party begin eating the breakfast that the Chinaman had been hastily preparing when he reached
the spot. Then satisfied that they might set out
at any time, he started back to join his waiting
companions. Hot Jack had no difficulty in getting
back without heing observed, and when he arrived
there there was a broad grin on his face, .and with
an air of triumph he nodded to Rough Ripley and
said:
"Well, ·r done it, all right."
"Are yer sure?" came the query, as though
the leader doubted him.
"Yer don't think I'd lie about it, do yer? Why,
I got close enough ter 'em ter hear what they
was talkin' about."_. • .
"Well, what did yer hear 'em say?"
"'Well, they waisn't sayin' much. 'They was
eatin' their breakfast. There's Young Wild West
an' his two pards there, an' that boy what was
with ther old man we struck yisterday, an' a
Chinaman. Ther feller what's been livin' in ther
valley with ther Injw1s was there, too. I s'pose
he must be John Hopkins."
"A Chinaman with 'em, eh?" spoke up Mullen.
"Yes. We was surpri,sed ter see him last night,
wasn't we?" ·
"I reckon we was."
"Well, there's one over there, an' I've got an
idea t hat he belongs ter Young Wild West's
party."
"Most likely hti does."'
"Well, ther thing ter do now is ter git em to
come over here, so we kin pop - 'em over," said
Rough Ripley, who seemed disposed to believe
that Jack had really been close enough to see the
party.
"Well, they won't come till they .strike ther
trail, it ain't likely."
"Maybe they won't. But I don't like ter waft.
I wish I could think of a way ter start 'em over
this way now."
"Well, I'll tell yer how it might be done." and
Hot Jack acted as though he had hit Jipon a very
good plan.
"Go ahead an' tell us, then."
"S'pos.e one of us was ter go further on for
about a quarter of a mile an' start a fire. They
would think we was camped there, an' they would
come this way. Then it would be mighty easy
ter pop 'em over from ther cover of ther bushes."
"By ginger! that's right, Jack. I begin ter believe you have got more brains than thc1· ordinary
run of men, blamed if I don't."
The suggestion pleased Yellow Dog, too, for he
nodded and smiled,
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"Me go make a fire over there. Paleface think
it a camp," he said.
"Go ahead, Yaller," said the leader.
The Indian had eaten a cold breakfast with the
two white men while Hot Jack was away, so he
had nothing to detain him. He promptly set out,
being caref ul to go in a straight line, so if the
decoy worked right, Young Wild West and his
friends would surely ride right up to their doom.
He went along for ·fully a quarter of a mile, and
then gathering a heap of twi,gs, he started a
fire, being careful to :throw some green wood on
the top so there would be plenty of 1Smoke. This
done, he hastened back to his companions.
"They're ,cornin' over, all r ight," said Rough
Ripley, exultantly, a s the rascally Ute joined them.
''We've seen 'em walkin around an' lookin' toward
ther smoke. Now, then, Yaller, jest git your Tifie
ready. We want ter be careful not ter begin ter
shoot till they git right close ter us, 'cause there
musn't be no miss about this. We've got ter have
our horses handy, too, 'cause there ain't no tellin'
jest what will hapen. We might need 'em, yer
know.''
The Indian nodded, and then looked steadily toward the cliffs. Sure enough, they were coming,
for three horses suddenly dashed from behind the
1·ocks and came galloping straight toward them.

CHAPTER X.-The Fight In the Sagebrush.

-

The night passed quietly enough for Young Wild
West and his friends, but as soon as daylight began to show oul' her o was up. He knew it would
not be very long before the Indians would discover that Hopkins had taken leave of the valley.
He <lid not want to have •a ny trouble with them
if he could pi-event it, since he had an idea that
they were a peaceful lot, and it was not to his
likii1g to have anything like a fight with tht;m·
Still, if they eame through the passage and tried
to prevent John HopkiThS from leaving, our
friends would have to interfere. The young deadshot was not long in arousing Cha11lie and Jim.
Then the scout awoke Ho-p and tol.d him to get
busy and prepare br eakfast. Hopkins and his son
Dick got up when t hey heard the sound of the
voi ces of their companions.
"My! exclaimed the man who had spent such a
long time ;in the hjdden valley, "it took me a long
time to get asleep, but when once I did, I certainly
slept sound. So it's daylight, eh?"'
"That 's right, Hopkins," 'Wild answered, with
a nod. "I reckon we had better see about getting
away from here. Charlie has an idea that we are
going to get hold of the mules Rough Ripley and
his gang have with them, but I don't see how it is
going to be done. I suppose the qnly thin!; for us
to do will be to lead the horses and foot 1t along
with them, carrying wha,t we can of your treasure."
"Well, even that would be a pretty tough job,"
the lucky prospector answered, shaking his head.
"That stuff weighs mighty heavy, as you know."
"Well, I think we can make out all right. We
will get our breakfast and then start off as soon
as possible. The first thing we know the redskins will be coming out for you."
"Well, that won't happen inside of an hour, any-
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how. Sometimes I sleep rather late, and I have
never yet been disturbed by any of them."
"Well, that makes it aU the bette1·. As soon
as Hop gets his coffee boiled we will eat i,ur
breakfast and then we'll strike ciut. If we are
lucky enough to come across the mules Charlie
thinks we are so sure of getting hold of, we will
be all right. I have an idea ,that the villains are
not far away, so if I am right on that tl1e mules
mrust be with them. But so long as they don't
interfere with us we must not bother them."
"Probably if we could meet them we might be
able to buy the mules," Dick Hopkins spoke up.
"That's 1ight, kid," the scout answered. "Most
likely they would sell 'em if they got a good price
for 'em. But don't you worry -about havin' ter
buy 'em. We'll git them mules, all right."
The scout spoke in such a confident way that
both Hopkins and his son looked at him in surprise.
Meanwhile, Hop wa,s hustling along the breakfast,
and when he called them they all hastened to sit
down and eat what he had prepared for them.
They were keeping a pretty good watch in the
dkection of the passage an· the -time, but none
of the Indians appeared. When the meal was
over, Wild suggested that they begin loading the
horses with the bags of gold right away. Hopkins
had, of course, brought his own steed. He had
kept it in the valley ever since he got there, and
the animal was certainly in fine condition, though
it was doubtful about the endurance it would
have, since it had not done much in a long time.
But it was not such a long journey to the i;amp
of old Miles Hopkins, and once there they could
make a headquarters until other .means <Y1. conveying the gold to Eureka could be found.
The heavy bags were divided so that each hors()
might have an equal share, and then the horses o1
Hopkins, Dick and Hop were loaded . It took some
time to do it, since there was lots of tying to be
done. Just as the three horses were ready to
start, Cheyenne Charlie caught sight of smoke
rising from above a little hill across the stretch
of sagebrush.
"Look there, Wild!" he exclaimed, excitedly.
"Them galoots is camped over there. l reckon
we had better ride over an' see about gettin' them
mules."
"Right you are, Charlie," the young deadshot
answered, promptly. "We will go over and see
if we can't make a deal with them. Maybe they
might be glad to do it, since they know they stand
no show with us."
"There will be a fight afore there will be a
deal made, I think," the scout retorted.
"Well, we can't help that. Come on. Jim, you
go with us. The rest will stay here until we seo
how we make out."
The three then quickly mounted and started
straiight for the column of smoke, never dreaming
that they were heading toward an ambush.
Thinking that it surely was the smoke from a
camp-fire, they went on at a gallop and rapidly
neared it. Suddenly a rifle sbot rang out, and
Jim Dart's horse uttered a sound of pain and
pitched forward to the ground, se.ndinig the rider
over his head.
Crangl Another shot was fired, and Wi ld's
sleeve was gxazed by a bullet.
"Look out, Charlie!" he called out, as he
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9uickly flung himself from the back of his ho1'6e.
We are ambushed."
Crang ! crang ! Two more shots were fired,
h1it the bullets went wide of the mark, for Young
Wild West and his partners were clever enough
to change their positions. The young deadshot
now had his truety Remington to his shoulder.
Presently another shot was fired, and the instant
he saw the puff of smoke he drew a bead in that
direction and pulled the trigger.
Crang ! A howl of pain followed, and he knew
the bullet had found its mark.
Crang ! crang ! cr-ang ! A volley was fired
from the sa,gebrush now, and the bullets all went
wild. The young deadshot crouched behind the
faUen horse and watched sharply. Charlie lay
behind a rock, a short distance away, while Jim
had found a little hollow •where the bushes were
very thick, and he could almost stand erect and
shoot. All three waited patiently. Presently
Wild was rewarded by seeing a bush move off to
the right. He knew that one of the villains wM
behind it, so he turned his rifle that way. Two
seconds later he saw the tufted head of an Indian, and without any hesitation he took a quick
aim and pulled the trigger.
Crang ! The bullet went true, and th~ deathyell of Yellow Dog sounded.
"That's one dead and one wounded, boys!" the
roung deadshot said, in a low tone of voice.
There are only two left, so I reckon we had better get after them, for I have an idea they might
ride away. I will just take Jim's lariat and
creep on through the bushes. If I can take them
alive, so much the better."
The boy quickly loosened the lariat from t110
saddle of the two horses, and was not long in
uranging it, so he might make a throw the instant he got the oportunity.
Just as he had done this another shot was fired,
and Wild let out a cry as though he had been
wounded unto death. Cheyenne Charlie grinned
and nodded when he heard this
"A good idea! When they fire again I'll do
that, too."
Crang ! Another shot sounded, and then Charlie let 'Out a yell.
Crang! crangl Two more came in quick succession, and Jim Dart followed the example of
nis two partners. The ruse worked prntty well,
for in less ilian five minutes a man appeared from
the high bushes, leading a horse. Wild began
creeping toward him, holding the lariat ready.
He saw that the man was no other than Rough
Ripley, the leader of the igang. As the villain got
behind a high clump of bushes, Wild took the ri sk
of creeping forward rapidly. He went around
to the left, and was just in time to catch sight
of Rough Ripley lifting a wounded man to the
back of his horse. The young deadshot halfarose, ready for his swing. As the leader of the
gang mounted to ride away with his wounded
companion, Wild leaped from cover and let go
the lariat. The noose settled over the man's
head and shoulders, nicely, and a quick jerk
brought him to the ground. At the same instant
the clatter of hoofs was heard off to the left, and
Cheyenne Charlie arose and threw his rifle to his
ahoulder. He saw one of the men riding as
thou.gh for his life, but he did not hesitate to take
a quick aim and pres,; the trigger.

Crang! It was Mullen, and throwing up his
arms, he fell to the ground to rise no more. The
wounded man was, of course, Hot Jack. He had
received a bullet in the shoulder, and it looked
as though he had little chance of living very long.
Wild had no trouble in ma'!cing Rough Ripley a
prisoner, for the sudden fall to the ground had
saved him. He tied his hands behind him, and
then took charge of his weapons
"Well, my friend, we have met again, you see.
You told me we would. But I hardly think you
are much pleased with it."
"You have igot me, Young- Wild West." was the
reply. "It was a hot fight in ther sagebrush
while it lasted, but we couldn't shoot straight
enough, I'm sorry ter say."
When Wild went to Hot Jack he found he was
dead.
"Only one of you alive," the young deadshot
said, looking at Rou,gh Ripley. "Do you know
what I am going to do with you?" "Kill me, I s'pose, was the reply, while the
villain's face was as white as chalk.
"No, I am not. I am going to let you go."
"You'll never see me again, Young ·wild West,"
the man answered, his face beaming with delight.
"All right, then We need those mules, so you
needn't bother about taking them."
The animals in question were tied in a little
hollow, and as Rough Ripley ran to get his horse,
Charlie and Jim hastened toward them. They
soon returnedhleading· them, and found that Wild
had mounted is horse and was riding off toward
a saddled horse that had come to a stop and .was
nibbling at the grass. It was the animal Mullen
had been riding, and Jim knew right away that it
was intended for him. The boy deplored the fact
that his horse had been shot, for he "had owned
him a long time. But there was no help for it,
so he waited until Wild came galloping back,
leading the horse he had easily lassoed. Then the
three mounted and started back to their waiting
companions with the mules. They ·had just what
they wanted now, so it did not take them long to
load the mules with the igold and set eut. The
Indian failed to show up, and in due time they
reached the camp where Miles Hopkins and the
girls were waiting for iliem. It is not necessary
to describe the meeting between the old man and
his long-lost son, but, of course, they were very
glad to !!lee each other again. The rest of the day
was spent there, and the niight, as well. Then, at
the 11uggestion of Young Wild West, all evidences
of the gold along the bank of the creek were hidden, and the party set out for Eureka. They arrived there without mishap, and when the members of the Hopkins family had converted theil.'
gold into cash, our friends saw them off on their
way home, a very happy trio, indeed. The adventul.'es that led to the fight in the sagebrush
had been exciting enough, and satisfied that they
had indeed visited the richest spot in Nevada,
Young Wild West and his friends decided to go to
some other part of the Wild West, wit}i the expectation of some day returning to the hidden -.
valley.
11

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG
WILD WEST AN.D LITTLE MOCCASIN; or,
AR£ETTA'S PAWNEE PERIL."
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CURRENT NEWS
FLASHLESS POWDER
The War Department has just announced tlle
successful development of a new powder for use
in small arms and artillery. It is said to possess
all the driving power of the type now in use, and
at the same time it is smokeless, flashless and impervious to moisture. It will permit night firing
without revealing the position of guns.
INDIANS OWN BILLION REALTY
The American Indians generally are wealthy.
Of course, there are some exceptions. The Department of the Interior estimates the value of
property owned by them at $1,000,000,000. This
includes forest lands, mineral and oil right, lands
alloted and reserved, live stock, and property under the guardianship of the Government.
In addition there is $25,000,000 in the United
States Treasury, representing funds belonging to
various tribes of Indians, while in private western banks are funds totaling $35 ,000,000. Both
fonds dl'aw interest ranging from 4 to 6 pel'
cent.
SAVED PIGEON, BUT LOST LIFE
In trying to save the life of a young pigeon,
Harry Lanzillo, a young man of 22 years, living
on Lynde street, Bm,ton, received injuries which
caused his death. Finding the bird too weak to
fly, Lanzillo first placed it on a high post in the
grounds of the public library. It tumbled off.
The young man would not abandon it to the dan-

gers that lurked. He climbed an elm t_ree w~th
the pigeo11 made a nest, and placed the little bird
in safety.' In descending, Lanzillo slipped and
fell, landing on the pickets of. an iron !ence. He
died the next day at the hospital, leaving a widow and many friends to mourn their loss.
OLD MAN WILLS $59,000 TO BOY
When other boys ignoi:.ed "Old Man" Hallam,
of Meriden Conn., Elmer F. Rader, a son of
George F. 'Rader, factory worker, _showed him
many little kindnesses. When the will of Robert
W. Hallam one time factory superintendent, was
read, it wa; found Elmer inherits the bulk of his
fortune of more than $75,000.
"Elmer is a good b,oy and saves money that ~e
earns selling papers,' Mr. Hallam had tcld his
attorney, W. C. Mueller, when he made his will a
few years ago. Rader was graduated this year
from high school, where he stood out as a baseball
pitcher.
The income of half his inheritance will see him
through college, under the will. Then ~e will get
the principal. Fjve years late1· he will get the
other half. If he dies without issue, the money
will go to church and charitable organizations in
Meriden.
Rader inherits the residue after beq11ests of
$1,000 each to four nieces and $6,000 each to t>he
Rev. E. G. Reynolds of Glastonbury and Florence
Robinson of this city, who were kind to Hallam.
Hallam was a widower with no children.
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GOING IT ALONE

your money. This is not robbery, but I claim road
tax."
Tom knew that he was what was called a road
-Or,agent. That is a man who masks under the pretence of being the lawful owner of the trail and
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
demands tribute of all who pass over that trail.
But in reality he was a road robber of the Dick
' Turpin class.
By DICK ELLISON
Tom was cool and ready. He pretended to show
fear and to feel in his pocket for his money.
"All right," he said. "I hope that you will not
take all that I have."
(A SERIAL STORY)
"That is not my way," said the fellow, courteously. "I only ask a third. People call me a bad
CHAPTER XXI.
man, but I assure you every cent that I get from
my levy upon travelers goes to the poor. I keep
The Road Agent.
only enough to pay my way in the world. Things
"Oh, see · here," said the man Hamlin. "The are not exactly square in this world as you may
Y cllow Pass Company are generous and fair. know yourself. Now I am really not a robber, but
We have considered all this, young man, and we a general distributor of wealth unduly acquired.
There is too much
are going to g-ive you a fair sum as compensation Do you see my philosophy'!
for losing your home. Mind you there is no legal money in the hands of the few. I propose to help
demand for thi_s. We are doing it simply from circulate it so that there will be a more even
distribution."
a spirit of charity and fair play."
"That sounds philosophical," said Tom, greatly
Never in his life had Tom been so angry. He
fairly trc:nbled as he flung back the offer of the interested, "but how do you distribute fairly?"
"I can show you," said the fellow, with a smile.
arrogant agent of the trust, and words of anger
flowed from his lips in a flood. The men were "Last night I visited Green River. There was a
even !mpres~ed by his eloquence, and at least two poor widow there whose husband was shot a
of them hung their heads. Even Hamlin was while ago. She was in a starving condition. I
gave her two hundred dollars in cash that I took
constrained to say:
"Oh, well, maybe I did not use the right terms, from a big bloated mine owner who can write his
young man. There is no need of your feeling so cheek for a million. It did him no harm · and will
sore. Of course I did not mean that you are an help that poor little woman to get food and
object of charity or anything of that s01·t. But clothes for her children."
Tom was thrilled and interested. He wondered
we will be pleased to recompense you to the best
if this was simply a bluff on the fellow's part or
of our ability."
"I would not accept a cent of your money if it if it was indeed true. While he could not in his
were to save my life," said Tom with a spirit. heart approve of the method of the robber, still
"Take the land, as you have a legal right per- he could see that there was a measure of real
haps to do. There is no moral right. But I be- philosophy in it.
lieve that the spirit of old Joseph Nestor will
"That seems to me like abetting a crime to perhaunt you and this place for it."
fect a good act," said Tom, quietly. "The effect
After the sheriff and his men were gone Tom would be demoralizing to society and the world at
Arnold hastily packed up his few effects. He large if it was common."
paid a last visit to the graves of his friends, NesThe outlaw laughed scornfully.
tor and White. It was a sad moment for him.
"Do you tl)ink society pay heed to such as she?"
Then he started down the mountsainside. He he demanded. "They will ~o right along and let
turned his back on the spot where he had half her starve. They have no time save for their own
made up his mind to spend the rest of his life. selfish ends. They are satisfied if all comes into
He went back into the world again.
the maw of their own desires, and as they acquire
There was a rumor that golc;l had been discov- command of wealth they increase their demands.
ered at Green River. Tom, for lack of any other I know all about it, as I was once a society man
plan and because he had acquired the spirit of the myself. I tried to preach equity among men, but
prospector, wandered over that way. He had lit- I was laughed at. I then decided that I would
tle money, and rather than pay stage fare employ this way of equalizing things. Now if you
tramped through the hills.
please, I will ask you to turn over to me a third
He threaded trails that were almost impassa- of what you have in your pockets. I want you
ble and swam and forded streams. He carried to know that it is asked only as a tax and that
his mining kit on his back.
the money will be put to good use."
Green River was far to the north. He seemed
"I fail to see the point of your philosophy when
to have undertaken a hopeless task. But he kept you rob almost
a penniless person to give to other
on.
penniless persons," said Tom.
~ Once he had an adventure in the mountain
The robber gave a start.
pass. He turned a bend in the canyon wall to
"Is that your condition?" he asked, sharply.
come face to face with a man who wore a black "You look like an able fellow who
earns large
mask. The man covered him with two revolvers, money and can spare
it."
saying:
"Hands up, friend! I want a fair di vision of
(To be Continued.)
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GOOD READING
BOY FALLS INTO CHIMNEY
Firemen the other day extricated Mal'!Ston Coffin, nineteen, from the chimney of the Archie
Roosevelt home, at Cold Springs Harbor, N. Y.
During the night, while asleep, Marston arose,
opened a dormer window and walked out on the
roof.
The brick chimney was breast-high and he
climbed into it. He weighs 150 pounds. His
body slid down twenty feet and became wedged
in an elbow of the chimney, but he did not awaken
until after daylight the foHowing morning, when
his cries were heard by members of the family.
WEAR YELLOW TO A VOID MOSQUITOES
·while naturalists have long known that insects
have a highly developed sense of smell, recent investigations have indicated that they also have
keen color preferences. For instance, the mosquito prefers navy blue to sixteen other shades,
and positively shuns yellow. Flies have no liking for pale blue, but will settle quickly on white
objects. Both flies and mosquitoes will respond
to light and darkness. Colors of flowers attract
many insects, but the most effective is their perfume. So pronounced is this excitement to odors
that a scientist has asserted that it could be
adapted to rid the cotton-growing States of the
b - weevil pest. He has suggested that the male
bo11 weevil could be lured into traps by reproducing from coal tar certain fumes.

of the lake had been made by three representatives of the Biological Survey.
In deciding this case the District Court in Minnesota 111:id emphasis on the great importance to
the public welfare of such bodies of water as
Swan Lake. Its favorable location, its relatively
shallow_ fresh _water and its abundant growth of
vegetation suitable for cover, nesting sites and
f?od have made it an attractive resort for many
kmds of water fowl. Its margins and wooded islands are a valuable asset in the conservation not
only of game birds but also of insectivorous birds
useful to farmers. Among the water birds that
~reed . on the lake are several species of ducks,
mcludmg mallards, bluewinged teal, redheads,
less~r scaup and_ ruddy ducks, sora rails, Florida
gallmules, American coots, four species of grebes
black terns and black-crowned night-herons a~
also common.
At least ~fty kinds of plants valuable as food
for water birds grow in this lake, including practically all the best duck food plants of the United
States. . There is also an abundance of freshwater_ birds. Lowering the level of this lake
matenal~y would evei:itual!y cause the rlisappearance of its present kmd of vegetation and gradually destroy its value as a water-fowl resort.

"Mystery Magazine"
SEMI-MONTHLY
-

HARDING ST AMP ON SALE
The first of the special two-cent stamps struc'.
off as a memorial to President Harding was place,i
on sale Aug. 31, in Marion, 0., Mr. Harding's
home town. Michael E. Eidsness, Superintendent
of the Stamp Division of the Post Office Department, started for Marion recently with 200,000 of
· the stamps.
Twenty million of the stamps have been p r inted
and they will be pl.aced on sale throughout the
country. They will remain the official two-cent
stamp several months.
A die proof of the design, mounted on cardboard in a black Morocco case and accompanied
by the first stamp to be printed, will be given to
Mrs. Harding.
LAKE FOR BIRDS SAVED
Swan Lake a valuable and unusual body of
water of abo~t 10,500 acres in area, located in
Nicollet County, Minn., has been saved to the
State through the efforts of the State Game and
Fish Commissioners, the Biological Survey of the
United States Department of Agriculture, and
landowners and conservationists of the region. A
movement to lower the level of the lake four feet,
eventually draining it entirely, was successfully
opposed and defeated at two hearings after an examination of the wild fowl and food plant value
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INTER.ESTING R.ADIO NltWS AND HINTS
ARMSTRONG
SUPER-REGENERATOR
In this series of six articles we have given
our readers directions for building the most
popular radio receivers known to-day. The last
of the six is that system invented by Major Armstrong, on which various inventors have rung a
number of changes. But the Armstrong circuit
is the original invention upon which all regene1rative sets are based.
In fact, any one desiring
,to build reigenerative sets commercially must get
,permission to do so from the persons holding the
·patents. The hook-up given in this article is the
original Armstrong type of receiver and embraces
all its best points. To describe the set in simple,
Jl61n-technical terms is easy enough, except when
1

the busbar when wirin,g- and for tightening small
nuts; the screwdriver takes care of all the scr~ws
you will use; the wire cutters are employed in
the wiring process; the drill is to bore holes in
the panel to let instrument shafts through or
to accommodate fastening screws, and the saw,
hammer and plane for making the h2.s€board.
Fine emery paper and oil is used to 1·ub the ,gloss
off the face of the panel. and lrive it a dull satiny
finish, and the soldering tools are used on all
joints. To improve the set the busbar should bP.
encased in spaghetti to insulate the wire, the
panel should be shielded with copper foil to get
rid of capacity, and the baseboard should have
a double coat of waterproof varnish or shellac to
keep out the moisture. The shield is usually
stuck to the panel with shellac, pieces being cut
-out half an inch all around each instrument.

+

'
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Armstrong Super-Regenerator

speaking of a few of the elements used in its
The work of constructing one of these sets is
operation. We will keep our description as un- not too difficult for any boy who is handy with
1 derstandable as we can for the benefit of those of
tools.
our readers who do not know much about radio
It is a ~ell established fact that boys know
terms.
more about radios than grown men, and as most
In order to build such a set very few tools of them are very ambitious, they are not afraid
are needed, as most all the parts can be bought to tackle anything- in the line of radio receivers.
ready made, which saves the builder many an- That is why we have ventured to give the simnoyances of construction. No amateur can make plified hook-ups of a couple of hard ones in this
radio parts as well as a manufacturer. Indeed, series. The Armstrong has alwavs been conhome-made parts usually fail to work, whereas sidered the greatest reigenerator ever invented. so
those made by manufacturers always function. we are not going to tell you how to build one,
For that reason we will assume that our young although it is one of the hardest to construct.
radio enthusiast will buy all the parts and then
The diagram shows how the wiring is done, and
assemble the necessary tools to put the set to- the places where the instruments go behind the
~ili~
.
. panel, the location of the battery aerial and
The tools needed are a pair of pliers, a Ion~ ground binding-posts at the rear of the set, and
screw-driver, a pair of wire cutters, hand drill the sort of coils, lamps, rheostats, coupler and
and several sizes of drills, a bottle of shellac, a condensers to use. But here is a detailed list:
hammer, plane and saw, some emery paper and
1 Formica panel, size 7x24 inches.
a soldering outfit. The pliers are used to bend
l Baseboard, size 6x23 inches, ½ inch thick.
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1 Honeycomb coil, 1,500 turns.
1 Honeycomb coil, 300 turns.
1 Honeycomb coil, 1,250 turns.
2 5-ohm rheostats.
1 6--ohm vernier rheostat.
1 Potentiometer suitable for the lamps.
1 Choke coil 1 henry.
2 43-plate variable condensers.
1 23-plate variable condenser.
1 Audio transformer.
1 Variable coupler.
2 Resistances, 12,000 ohms each.
2 .002 fixed mica condensers.
1 .002 fixed mica condenser.
1 .005 mica condenser.
2 Single circuit jacks.
3 5-watt bulbs.
8 Lamp sockets.
l Swith and 5 taps.
9 Binding-posts.
Spaghetti, busbar and shielding.
When laying out the panel, its face must show
the horn jack at the extreme right lower corner.
Halfway UP. the panel the rheostats and potentiometer are mounted in a row. The dials for the
three condensers and coupler are in a low, too,
on the left-hand end of the panel, and the loop
jack is in the lower left-hand corner. Above
the coupler dials stands the switch and switch
points. On the baseboard the three lamp sockets,
slightly spaced, are behind the rheostats. The
resistances and choke lay behind the potentiometer, and the audio transformer can be mounted
at the edge of the base-board, between the two
43-plate condensers. The fixed condensers, soldered to the wiring, are mounted where shown. ·
When everything is in place you will probably find an empty space near the horn jack
where the 1,500-turn coil can be lrud flat.
Near the 43•plate condenser there will be another space to stand the 300-turn coil, and the
1,500-turn coil must be stood against the rear
and left-hand side of the cabinet. Of course these
big coils will have to be fastened. This can be
done with leather straps covered with a piece
of silk for insulation, and each coil must be at a
different angle than the others.
The set looks more complicated than it 1·eally
is. All of the parts are standard, and can be
bought ready made, even to the 50-and 100-turn
coupler coils. In fact; one manufacturer makes
them with V-shaped brackets, and taps out, ready
-for mou11ting on the panel. It is not advisable
for amateurs to attempt winding their own coils,
as you can never make them as good and efficient
as the commercial article, proceed as follows:
On a 4-inch tube wind 50 turns of No. 22 D.
C. C. wire tapped every tenth turn, for a primary.
The secondary (rotqr) is a slightly smaller tube
wound with 100 turns of finer wire to provide
a tight coup!illjJ:(' and a stron1r feed back action.
The honeycomb coils do not need mounts, as
they are fastened to the baseboard in the positions shown. It is absolutely necessary to keep
these three coils as widely sepal·ated as possible,
and also, as was said, to place them at different
angles to each other, or the set will not work, as
thcv wilJ destroy each other's efficiency.
The ratio of the transformer can be about 5 to
1 to get good loud receotion on the horn.
The reason 5-watt lamns are soecif:ied is be-
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cause of the high B battery voltage; ordinary
lamps are not built to stand ,such heavy plate
voltage. You will observe that the B system requires no less than 217 volts, whereas the highest voltage applied to ordinary lamps seldom exceeds 90 volts. The volume of sound with this
receiver is, of course. verv high, as suc_h . sets
usually give a proportion of sound according to
the quantity of plate voltage. In case the filament control does not give satisfaction, - try reversing the filament leads: that is, connect the
positive side of the lamp to the reverse side of
the rheostat, and the negative side to the A
battery lead.
An ordinary aerial can be used with this receiver, but it is designed for a loop, and should
be used that way. The rheostats may have to be
of a hi,gher or lower resistance than those specified; all depending on the kind of lamps and the
amount of battery voltage.
As receivers of this type have a tendency to
howl, every precaution should be taken to overcome it. The back of the entire panel can carry
a copper foil shielding, grounding one end, to
help to iget rid of capacit".
The easiest way to construct this set is to
first mount the jacks, rheostats, potentiometers,
variable condensers, coupler switch and taps on
the panel without the baseboard. Then you can
put on only the wires that · join these instruments with each other.
The lamp sockets, transformer, choke, resistances and honeycomb coils should next be secured to the baseboard and wired together. Then
the panel can be fastened to the baseboard, and
the instruments on the baseboard can be connected with those on the panel with busbar.
The fixed condensers can go on last.
By working in this manner you may save yourself the difficult task of trying to make some of
the connections in very small spaces where it is
hard to solder a joint.
• The loop has a frame 3 feet square on which
about 10 turns of No. 18 wire are wound spaced
¾ inch apart.
In the operation of the receiver remember that
the rotor dial of the variocoupler controls the
feedback of the regenerative amplifying tube.
The left-hand dial varies the condenser across
the grid circuit, turning the wave length to the
frequency of the incoming signals. Another dial
controls the oscillations of the second tube, and
the fourth dial changes the frequency of variation. The potentiometer gives vernier control
of the grid circuit. To tune, turn the switch
lever enough to short circuit all but ten turns
of the primary of the variocoupler; then set the
two· oscillator dials at their maximum. Next turn
or, the oscillator lamp, and a high-pitched whistle
begins as soon as the filament reaches a certain
brilliancy. If you do not hear the whistle turn
the dial controlling the grid and plate and the
one that varies the oscillations, and move the
potentiometer. If the whistle is not present
hunt for trouble and fix it so the sound is audible
in the telephones. Then turn the grid condenser
and the dial of the variocoupler until a click is
heard in the phones. When the tubes are freely
oscillating, work with the controls to iget the
greatest amount of amolification. The proper
( Continued on page 26)
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FINDS BOX OF GOLD

Lee Hauser, 28, a laborer ..was working with a
gang on the Brownsville- 1w everton road, near
Hagerstown, Md., when his pick struc_k a l<?Ose
metal object. Another stroke and a bright piece ,
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
of gold-a double eagle- appeared.
Single Copies ... .. ....... . .... Postage Freo
7 Cents
With this incentive, Hauser dug vigorously and
One Co1>y '1.'hree l\Jouths.....
90 Cents
u
''
soon unearthed a tin box about the size of a large
One Copy Six Months ..... , ..
$1.75
cigar box. Prying off the top he found the box
011e Copy One Year ......... .
S.30
Canada, $4.00; Foreign, $4.l'>O.
was full of gold coins, varying in denominations
HOW TO SEND lllONEY - At oor risk send P. 0.
from $1 to $20.
Money Order, Check or Registered Letter; rewltte.nces
Hauser at first intimated that the treasure
lo any other we.y are at your risk. We accept Pos.te.ge
fltawps the same as cash. When sending silver wrap amounted to more than $10,000, but later it was
understood he admitted the box contained only
the Colo in a separate piece of paper to avoid cutting
the envelope. Write your name and address plalnl1.
about $1,000.
Address letters to
Nothing is known here of reports that the War
Department would investigate the case, believing
Harry E. Woltr, Pree.
{ HARRY E. WOLFF,the gold to be part of the money Grover Bergdoll
Obarle • E. Nylander, Sec.
Publisher, Inc.,
said to have buried in this vicinity several
L, F. Wllzln, Trea• •
166 W. 23d St., N, Y. is
years ago.
NEW

YORK,

SEPTEMBER

28,

1923

Armstrong Super-Regenerator
(Continu~d from page 25)
adjustment of the dials can only be learned from
experience, as each set works slightly different.
'I'he operator can learn with a little practice the
proper dial settings for particular wave len~hs.
The most important thin,g is to learn the proper
grid voltage to get the greatest amount of amplification. The proper grid batte.ry for these
receivers seems to. be from 7 to 12 volts, while
on the plate you will need at least 150 to 175
volts. The greatest care must be taken to assemble this set correctly, as the slightest error
may cause it not to function. But once you get
it in good working order, there is nothing can
beat it for clearness and volume. but it is not
rated a wonderful distance 1retter. In fact, for
selectivity it may be necessary to use a coil in
the ground or antenna circuits, or a variable condenser shunted across both on account of the
change of broadcasti.nig wave lengths. However,
this receiver is good for from 360 to 500 meters,
and should be a source of great pleasure to any
one who builds it successfully,

ITEMS OF INTEREST

LAUGHS
"Has your daughter a voice that could help the
choir?" Mother-Mercy, yes! When she's out
of humor, you can hear her talkin' for half· a
square.
Teacher-Now who can tell me what political
economy is? Mike (embryo Tammany statesman)-Gittin' the most votes for the least
money.
"There is too much system in this school business!" growled Tommy. "Just because I snickered a little the monitor turned me over to the
principal, and the principal turned me over to
paw." "Was that all?" No; paw turned me
over his k_nee !"
Teacher-Last Sunday, dear child, we read
about Joseph and Pharaoh. What was done to
Joseph? Tommy-He was made to sit on the
roof. "Why, Tommy, what do you mean by such
nonsense?" "Well, you read that Pharaoh set
Joseph over his house."
Once a ~enial comedian consulted an oculist
about his eyes. His nose was small and he couldn't
keep on the glasses with which the oculist was
trying to fit him. "You are not used to glasses
Mr. Blank," said the oculist. "Oh, yes, I am,•1
replied the comedian, "but not so high up."

BOILING WATER IN A PAPER BAG
No hot water! You turn the tap and it gives
forth only hollow wheezes. No use yelling for the
porter or going down to the hotel desk to complain. You want hot water and you want it
"Who is that fellow across the street there,
quick. There is the ,gas jet of course, but nothand what's he raving about? His arms and jaws
ing to use as a container.
are working like those of a Popocratic orator at
Take a paper bag-any sort of paper bag-- a free
silver convention." "Hush! That's Wadfill it with water and hold it over the gas flame. ley. His folks are afraid he's losing
mind.
The bag will not burn, nor will the water within Bought a high-grade bike the <lay beforehis
the cut.''
.soak through. The heat of the flame keeps the bagdry, while the water inside prevents scorching-.
You can bring water to a boil quickly and safely
"Waiter," said the traveler in an Erie railroad ., _
with this method. As long as the cold-water tap restaurant, "did you say I had twenty minutes to
is in working order and the 111:as jet can be reached wait or that it was twenty minutes to eight?"
the hot-waterless hotel need have no terrors for · "Nayther. Oi said ye had twinty minutes to ate,
the traveller.
an' that's all ye did have. Yer train's just gone."
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
SILVER AS LEGAL TENDER
Standard silver dollars are legal tender at their
face value in payment of all debts, public and
private, without regard to the amount, except
where otherwise expressly stipulated in the contract. Subsidiary silver coins are legal tender for
~mounts not exceeding $10 in any one payment.
They may be presented in sums or multiples of
·$20 to the Treasurer of the United States for redemption of exchange into lawful money. Minor
coins of nickels and bronze are iegal tender to the
,extel'l:t of 25 cent,i;. They may be presented for
excha.nce under the same conditions as are provide<i for subsidiary coins.
TOWING LOCOMOTIVES
Among the interesting feature:;( of the Panama
Canal are the electric towing locomotives for
hauling vessels through the locks. It appears
that about fifty of these "electric mules" were
, built for the Government by one of the big electric companies. Such a locomotive weighs 82,600 ,pounds, measures 32 feet 2½ inches by 8 feet
by 9 feet 3 inches, the greatest height over the
cabs; has an available tractive effort as high as
47,500 pounds and a windlass rope pull of 25,000
pounds and four of them, two on each side, will
ordinarily propel steamships through the locks.
Sometimes six engines are needed to handle extra large vessels, in every case two astern acting
as a brake on the ship's movements give direction
to her course. No vessel is permitted to enter the
locks and go through on its own power.
The locomotive is propelled by means of a rack
mil while towing and while going up or down the
steep grades from one level to another at a speed
of two miles an hour. While running idle or on
return tmcks the speed is changed to five miles
an hour and the machine is propelled by the regular trac.tion method, the rack and pinion being
entirely released.
· THIEF WITH A CONSCIENCE
A thief with a conscience entered the home of
Clark Rubido in Sierra Vista, Cal., the other day,
and, after decamping with valuables amounting to
$100, returned to the burglarized house and deposited a child's bank containing $2 in pennies,
which had been part of the loot, on the front
porch. The Rubido family visited friends in Los
Angeles that day and about noon a neighbor, Mrs.
Caroline Martin, saw a well-dressed young man
carrying a suitcase walk up to the front door of
the Rubido home, fumble with the lock a moment
and walk in. Mrs. Martin thought the stranger
was probably a friend of the Rubidos, and, when
the young man reappeared some time after, still
carrying the suitcase, she told him that the Rub-; ido family was passing the day in the city. The
young man thanked her and hurried on. Half an
hour later Mrs. Ma1·tin saw the young man come
back and deposit something on the front porch
of the house. When the Rubidos returned they
found that the pleasant-faced young man had carried away all their silver, several articles of

jewelry and $30. The baby's penny bank, which
had been returned, was about the only movable
valuable not taken.
$9,000 FOR A MANILA BEGGAR
Ponciana J agna, a soldier of the Philippine
Scouts, who has been living in poverty in the
Philippine Islands, will receive a check for $9,000 from the Government through the Pension
Bureau within the next month.
'fhe sudden change in the financial status of
Jagna has come about through the disco-very of
the address of the veteran, which had been previously lost, the Pension Bureau being unable to
send him his pension. He 'is now living in
Manila.
'
J agna enlisted in the Thirty-sixth Company
Philippine Scouts, United States Army, October
1, 1901, for service in the Philippine insurrection,
and while discharging his duty was struck oy a
rifle ball, which shattered his left thigh bone and
made amputation at the pip joint necessary. He
was honorably discharged and filed a claim in
the office of the Surgeon-General of the Army for
an artificial limb. Being in financial stress he
took advantage of the option given him and
elected to accept commutation in money at the
rate of $75 every three years in lieu of an artificial limb.
On December 16, 1909, he filed claim for pension based on loss of leg, which claim was allowed
at $55 a month from December 16, 1909. Certificate issued June 3, 1910, and his name was duly
enrolled as a pensioner ,o f the United States. A
voucher was mailed to him at Calbayog, Island
of Samar, Philippine Islands, his last known postoffice address. He was told to execute and return
this voucher to the bureau and that upon its receipt a check for amount due would be sent to
him.
This letter never reached Jagna and at the end
of three years, in accordance with the law, his
name was dropped from the pension roll for failure to claim. Years passed and the incident was
regarded as closed, but a letter recently,addressed
to the Sugeon-Genernl, United States Army, by
Jagna, asking for inci-ease of commutation for artificial limb was referred to the Bureau of Pensions and his whereabouts thus ascertained. From
this letter it was evident that he had decided the
only claim he had on the Government was for the
commutation in lieu of an artificial leg, and that
he was trying to get an increa se of this amount
claiming that he could not live on the money paid
him, averaging about $2 a month.
As a result of correspondence his claim for pensfon was revived and it was learned that he had
been maintained from the date of his discharge
by his old comrades in arms until the organization left his part of the country, when he was
compelled to beg to maintain himself. In the
meantime the rate of pension for loss of leg at
the hip joint had on June -5, <(;;'20, been 'Increased
fI1A.m $55 a month to $72.
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HERE AND THERE
MAKING THE SILKWORM DYE ITS OWN over from the Orient. Combed and carded, it is
'
-twisted into threads and fed into the looms, where
SILK
By injecting dyes into their cocoons, a F1·ench it is woven into rolls of cloth ½ inch thick, the
scientist is reported to have caused silkworms to bolt weighing 400 pounds.
spin colored threads. Not only the ordinary
A UNIQUE POST O·F FICE
shades, but the tones and hues that are made
Opposite Tierra del Fuego is a very ,high,
from combining various tints, are produced by
the little workers receiving treatment by this rocky 'cliff overhanging the Strait of MagMlan,
procces,s. Silk is usually dyed after it has been and fr.om one of the rocks is suspended, by a long
wound and twisted into floss, but the new method chain, a barrel which receives mail. To be sure,
is expected to grow it in colors that will not fade. there is no postmaster, nor is there any regular
letter carrier 01·· collector, but every ship. that
goes through the strait stops and sends a boat to
OLDEST BLOCKHOUSE
Chicag·o used to feature a block house, but of this curious little post-office, looks over the letters
late years nothing has been said or written of the that are in it to see if there are any for the men
antique, so, of course one just had to appear on on board that particular ship, and places therein
the scene Ol' screen, and it is in Edgecomb, Me. It letters for seamen on board ships thflt are known
is said to be the oldest in the United States, and to be headed for the strait.
the satement seems probable, as it was built early
Who was the pe1·son that first thought of such
in 1700. It is still in perfect condition and fur- a scheme we are not told, but the sailors ·think a
nishes good pictures for amateur artists, who great deal of their unique post-office, and there
visit it in great numbers every season. It is lo- has never yet, to anybody's knowledge, been any cated in one of the most interesting spots for violation of the confidence reposed in it. When
a sailor sends a letter to it addressed to another
visitors in that section of country.
seaman he is absolutely certain of its delivery.
It may be that one of the two seamen is on a vesH~QLD-UP MEN, BEWARE
A burglar or hold-up alarm has recently been sel which is not expected to pass by this ocean
perfected by William A. Hassenbach of New post-office, but the letter may have on ,it a re.York, which offers a large menace to the thieves quest that a vessel going east or west shall pick
who would dare its efficacy. The mechanical it up and deliver it to some point where the seameans used Mr. Hassenbach prefers tQ keep se- man will be su1·e to receive it. In this maJ)ner
cret; but the alarm, which he has recently dem- letters have been known to make their way to the
·
onstrated before a number of jewellers, has Arctic Ocean, or even to India,
passed every test.
It is designed with a double purpose; to give
CATS SAVE TICKER TAPE
an efficient alarm when a hold-up is attempted,
"Food for cats, $51.78," is an item which apand to protect the salesmen who may be menaced
by pistols and so unable to reach fot· an alarm- pears in the annual report of the New York Cotbutton, even with their feet, without putting their ton Exchange, just published. Members of the
Exchange recently said that the reas9n for it is
· lives in peril. Its operation is as follows:
When a gunman orders a derk to put up his rats. One official said that in spite of all the prehands the very action of the clerk sets a mechan- cautions taken, rats and mice occasionally appear
ism in action which causes a police whistle, con- on the trading floor. Traps · have been employed,
cealed on the outside of the store, to blow. And in vain and as a result the -cat is the mainstay in
once it has started blowing nothing can stop it combating the nuisance.
The rats appear to have a fondness for ticker
till the mechanism runs down.
tape and infrequently new rolls are found nibbled
through and other damage is done from time to
HUMAN HAIR MAKES STRONG CLOTH
time. As one member put it, the bulls _and bears
Tons of human hair are being turned into cloth in Wall Sreet may be more or less mythical, but
by a Southern factory to supply the demand of the rats and mice are real, hence the contribution
cotton-seed oil mills of that section for a fabric of the Exchange in the feeding of cats. Other
that will withstand for a time at .least, a pressure exchanges in the financial districts also have their
of 4,000 to 4,500 pounds a square inch. Only that feline aids.
made from hair is strong enough. Formerly it
The Cotton Exchange expects a reduction in
was woven from camel's hair, but the price of the item of cost of feedins.t its cats this year and
that product wertt to such high I-evels as to pro- the rats must climb nineteen stories to reach the
hibit its use. After a series of tests, a method trading floor in the new building. Every morning
was devised for weaving human hair in specially Spot, the dean of the Exchange catsr who spend
constructed machines. The search for a suffi- the night on the trading floor, boards an express-\
cient supply to keep the factory going ended in elevator and descends to the engine room, where
China, where buyers found a veritable army of she sleeps until the market closes. Then she
coolies re~dy to sacrifice their long queues for again boards the elevator and is whirled up to the
American money. Bound in hus.te bales, the hair trading floor to resume her vigil. Only a few rata
arrives at the factory ready for we.aving, having have been caught since occupation of the new
already been inspected and sterilized on the way buildinit.

.

S95AnHour!

"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S. Course
has been worth $95 to me! My position, my
$5,000 a year income, my home, my family's
happiness--! owe it all to my spare time training with the Scranton Schools!"
Every mail brings letters such as this from
some of the thousands of I. C. S. students. For
31 years, in offices, stores, shops, factories,
mines, railroads-in every line of technical
and commercial work:-men have been win- ning promotion and increased salaries through
spare time study with the I. C. S. Over
180,000 men are getting ready right now for
bigger jobs ahead.
What are you doing with the hours after
supper? Can you afford to let them slip by
unimproved when you can easily make them
mean so much ?
. No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will
come· to you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small your means, we have a
plan to meet your circumstances. No matter
how limited your previo\ls education, the simply written, won~rfully illustrated I. C. S.
lessons mak:e it easy to learn. No matter what
career you may choose, some one of the 300
J,. C. S. Courses will s\lTely suit your needs.

One hour a day spent with the I. C. S. will
prepare you for the position you want in the
work: you like best. Yes, it will I Put it up
to us to prove it. Mark: and mail this co1i1pon now/

- - - - - - - T E . A l l OUT JIERE--- INTERNATl8NAL OORRESPOf.lD[NCE
.
Box .4492·8, Scranton. Penna.

---

SCHOOLS

thew~11~!oc:~t :nr Ul~11::~}~~i f!i::: !~fc1~i ~~:e Im:~~.au:~l'I:tor
BUSINESS TRA I NING COURSES
1

r~J~~:::.r~i~~~~~~,

l

Personnel Or1anlzation
'lrafflc M.1n111ment
Buslneu Law
Danklnr and Banklnr Law

11~~:~i'mn:i:

1)

Better Letters

Jrorel1n Trade
Sleno11raphy and Typln•
rtusine~u, J~n,1111h

M~~r.t~~'
a'oU~~~i~,J/·A·) ii~i\~~;'itit't
Clerk
Bookketnln1
Common School Subjects
,i~teea:; ;:~1;i D Jlrencb :ff!~1!W:1 Su~,8~8rt8onJna
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTfl lAL COURSES
1 0
1
£1~gff~:erin&
l}:~t~ig
~r ~t Roadlne
Mechanical E...ll1lneer
Contractor and Builder

1
:~

0

?d.cchan!cal Urattsma.n
M'i.cblne Shop Practice
Ilal1road Poaitloms
Gas En&ine O.oeraUng
Civil F.ngtneer
Sunerlnsr ond Yapplna:
Metallurgy
O Mining
Stenm Enatneerlna
Badto
Airplane Jln1lnu

l

•

l~{ri~

Architectu ral Draftsman
Co ncrete Butlder
Structural EaKlneer
Plumbing and H~atlng
Chmnistry D 1-'harmacy
Work
Na,·lgatlon
Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

Automobile

Name ...................................... ............................. ........... .......... ........... Street
s-27•23
Addre11 ......•••...•••••.•••••.••. H, .......... ... ..... ... .. ................. ,,, .........................

CUJ .......... ........................ .............. Stale ............. ....... ............. ........... -

Ocrupetlon ........................... ................. .................. ......... ...... ............. _
Pt>ric>11a re!idinD tn Onnada tMtdd ,end thia coupon to tht1 JnternstWnai Currcfpondcmce School, Qaru.1<1io11, Limited. JttontreaL, Oana-.

Copy This
Drawing Table --

Gett
On My Offer to Students

Complete Draftsm,an's

Outfit Also FREE

Any one of 16yearsor older, sending in a sketch
of the drawing of draftsman's table shown here,
will receive free and postpaid an Ivorine drafts•
man's pocket rule.

These are the · regular working instrumentstue kind I use myself. The same kind that you
will use when you have completed my course
and have become a regular draftsmen. Its value
is $25.00. I give them free if you enroll at once. This
outfit includes Nickel Silver d raw Ing instruments,
drawing board, T square, triangles, French curve, ink,
ruler, pencil, besides the free draftsman's table. Send in
the coupon 1or information.
,

Salaries Up to
5

onth

5

250to 3

s90 Drafting
Course Given Away!

To every student enrolling now I give an opportunity of getting a $90 drafting course absolutely
without cost ,to him. Even If you don't send in a
sketch send in the coupon today aud learn all about
this offer.

Positions paying up to $250 and $300 per
month which ought to filled by skilled draftsmen are vacant everywhere. There are in
every part of this country ambitious men,

.I

who witb practical training and personal assistance
wil! be !lU~1fied to fill the positions. I can now take and
tram a limited number of students personally and I will
give to those students a auarantee to train them by mail
UNTIL placed in a permanent position at a salary up to
$250 and $300 per month.

1····························
I Chief Draftsman, Engineer's ···9········
EqDlpment Co.
:

II

n
jl

· 19111 ~wrence Ave., Div. 10-96 Chlca~o. m.
Without any obligation to me please mail YOU1' book
"Successful Draftsmanship" and full particulars of your
liberal "Personal Training" offer to a few students.
Also full information as to how I can get a $90 Draftin&
Course Free, Send Ruler to me FREE.

Na,,,.......••••••••••.•.••. •••••••·••·•·••••••··•••••••••
AddrBS$ ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••

c;zy ... .................................. A.l'I'•• ·········••..
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OWL BETTER
MOUSER
THE THAN
CAT

Sell JladlllOD "lletto,,llad_.. lldru, PaJa,_, .., and Nll'htllhlrta ds-i;

There are
many
mistaken
ideas about
hawks and owls.
Rodents are the
natural diet of
hawks and only
the sharp shinn e d , Cooper's,
pigeon and goshawk maliciously
attack
poultry,
says the Farm
Journal.
Owls
are
great destroyers of mice,
rats and other ro·dents.
In the
stomach of a twoweek-old horned
owl the remains
of five mice were
found. In the retreat of a pair of
barn owls 3,000
skulls of gophers
and mice were
found.
Hawks
work during the
day and the owls
at night.
Only
the great horned
owl is a regular
poultry e at e r ,
and he is not
common.
Owls swallow
their food • entire
and later disgorge the indigestible
parts,
which consist of
fur pellets and
°Qones of rodents.
An owl kept in
a barn is a better
mouser than a
cat. Try it and
watch results. Dr.
c. Hart Merriam SP'ECIALLV:
of the United
States
Department of Agricul-~
1
ture has estimatdoJl'!".:1.Te't~
ed that in offer- boagbt before recent tarilr ralH
•
and offered a t ~ a l pricea for a lfmfted
1ng a bounty on time. Re1rularr;.;:.'· 26-callbre, 7-ehotautohawks and owls, ::i::'~t'iit.::'s.onar,ourNo. 749110,•which resulted in
Orre1rUlar$26.00beaTYservfce82-calibre,IO-sbotaotoma•
the killing of ~A~ri:.~ 0~~;·.;;~~=~•~:i,5!,!:;.:!J'!ft
more than 100,- •1~~1,'i,~~i'l:• oN ontvE:RY ploe postage.
000
of
these
Money back p,.mptli, 1t Not Satl•li•d.
birds, the State. CONSUMERS CO.,o.pt. 748 12&11 Broectway,N.Y.
of Pennsylvania
oenurn, Foreran Stam,, - Moxtco war
11uffered a loss of
158
Is&u... Venezuela., Salndor and 1nc1ta10"'
almost
$4,000,Sonlco. Guatemala, China, otc. Only flnHt
"
000 in one year
. ooroval 1heets, 50 In 601,,. Agents Wanted. B!t
1
5
and a half.
· ~~:,:.:!tas~~";, c~~ i:::~~ ';:l'·sLEs~~r;, ~:·
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ti-~P•~
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troin our

fa.ctory to wearer. Nattoa,.Uy ad.T•rtla_Jd.
Easy to 1elL Exclu.ah• pattern•. Ell•
cepttonal -y,Jue1. No experience or
caplta.l reqnlred. I.&r.,e BW-ady income
uaured. l:ut1rely new proJ>Oattton.

WJUTE FOR FREE SAMPLES.

MADISON SHIRT co.,11oa a•w-,.,N.Y. City

TOBACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay

Any form, ciwanfic:iarettea,pipe,cllewina oranuff
Guaranteed. Ha
H
Co•plet• treatment • enl
"'"' tri111. C.oata Sl.
if it cuYea. N ~
faila.

}fit

SUPERBA CO. M-21, Be_e, Md.

GOITRE '\ii~

GOODYEAR RAINCOAT FREE

Goodyear Mfg. Co., 1817-RD Goodyear Bldg.1
Kansas City, Mo., Is making an offer to seua
a handsome raincoat to one person in each
Jocnl1ty who will s how and recomrucud it to
friends. It you want one write today.

arn Xmas Money

Boys and Girls F

Write tor 60 sets ·
AMlCRICAN cnnrs·rMA~ SEALS. SplJ tor
l0e a set. \Vbt•o sold, send us ,3.G0 and keep
$2.00.
B. Neubeck.-r, 901 E. 23d st., BrooJdyn, N. Y.

Comics, Cartoons, Commercial, Newspapel'
and Magazine 111ustrnting, Pastel Crayon
Portraits and Fashions. lly Mall or Local
Classes. Easy method. Write for terms an4
List of Rll"~Pssful stn<lPnts.
ARROCJATED ART 8TUDIO!'I
A-92 J•latirun liulllllnr;, New York

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

~-LATEST ISSUES - -

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
:Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject.

l050 Young Wlld West and "Puncher Pete"; 'o r, Arletta
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and the Dynamite.
Almost Bea ten: or, The Secret of the .Blasted
Pine.
•· Buffalo Hunt; or, Arietta'A Awful J:tlcle.
" at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp Tbat Was Rnn
by ''Ba0" Men.
" and the Trappe/I Troopers; or, Arletta and the
Apache Ambush.
" and the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Ranch Forty.
" and the Indian Agent: or, Arietta's Daring
E:xpose.
" and the RiPh Ranchero; or, The Shot That
MnrlP a Frienil.
" anil ti,~ Death Stream; or, Arfetta's Awful
Altel'nntlve.
" and "Spotted Snm": or Trailing n Hnlfhreed.
" Scrimmage ln Mexico; or. Arietta and tJ1p V-alJllero Dandy.
" BnJldnl! the "Bad" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
<.;blnee.
·
" Leading the Cowboys; or, Arletta's Flght Wfth
the Rustlers.
" Outw;tting the Outlaws; or, Dandy Dick's Defiance.
" Pursnlng the Pawnees: or, Arletta and the Redskin Princess.
" and "Cnuning Chip"; or, The Gold Gang . of
the Gl1Jcb.
" and thP Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
" Flghtint? the Fire Fiends; or, Saving n Herd
of ('9ttle.
·" nnd the SIient Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
the Settkment.
" Staklnt? a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and the Grizzly Bear.
" Roping the ''Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Tndln.n Outhreak.
" CR ntnring a Claim: or, Arietta and the Gold
PockPt.
" and thP Deadwood Deadshot: or. The Man Wbo
W ns Hard t.o Beat.
" RPScuing a RRnchman; or, Arietta and the
Renegade Cowboys.
" Betrayed by a Greaser; or, Sealed in an Aztec
Tomb.
" Fight n.t the Forks; or. Adetta and the Lost
l!lmla:rnnt Train.
" and thP Desperado; or, The Masked Men of the
Monntafn.
" Weston Welcome; or. Arletta's Birthday Gift.
" Rapid-Fl re Fight: or, Holding R Cave of Gold.
" at n Cowboy "Shindig"; or, Arletta Calling a
"

1087 "

1088 "
1C.SO "
1000 "
1091

"

1092 "

murr.

anrl Ren or Santo; or, The Brigands of the
B<>rf4'r.
.
Cnlllng the Cavalry: or, Arietta's Thri1lln_g Ride.
Rf>"d)• Rifle; or, The Bullet That Found a
Mark.
Roud Agent Round-Up; or, Arietta Carrying
th? l\foll,
ancl thP Red Ranchero; or, The P!Qt to Burn
a Settl ement.
On a Puzzling Trail; or, Arletta's Nugget Clue.

For eale by all newsdealer•, er wUI b• sent t~ any
11ddre1s en recf"fpt of price, 7c., per copy. la money- o,
1>ost1>11"e otamp1, by
·
HARRY l!l. WOJ,1"1!',
l&C Wut 1811 Street,

Publ!•ber, I11c.,
New Yerlt Olty

TO
SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Prfce SIJ Cent• Per Copy

This book contains nl1 the most recent changes In the
method ot construction an<.I submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase ot scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstol'es.
rr you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
85 cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you one. postage free. Address
L, SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave,, New York, N, Y.

No. 25.

HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Conta!n-

ing full dlrectlons for nll kinds or gymnastic sports and
athl~tlc exercl•e•. T!lmbrncing thirty-ftve illustrat!ons.
By Professor W. Micilonalcl.
No. 26. l-IOW TO RO'W, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

-Fnlly illustrated. Full instructions are given ln tb1A
little book, togPtber with ln•trnctlons on swimming and
riding, comp11nlon sports to hontlng.
No. 28. HO\V TO TF.LT, FORTUNES.-Every one 18
desirous of knowing whnt his future life wlll bring
forth, wbether happh1e•• or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell hy n glance at this little hook. Buy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. ROW TO B'ECO~fF, AN INV"ENTOR.-F,verv

hoy should know how lnventionR origlnntf'(l. This hook
expl•ina them Hll, giving e1rnmPlf's fn electricity, hydrnnlkR, mne-nrtlsm , optics, pneumatics, mechanics. etc.
No. 311. HOW TO BEHAVE. -Containing thP rnJpa
nnd ~tlquette of good society and th<' easiest anr1 most
approved mPtbocls of nppear-Ing to iroorl nrlvnntagA nt
parties, balls. tbp thentr?, ch urch, nnd ln th<' drnwin.e:room.
No. M. HOW T<f' PLAY OAllIBS,-A complE't~ snil
usefn1 llttle book, containing the rule• and regnlnt!on~
of blllfnrc1s. bngnt?lle, tl9Pk-gnmmon, croquet, ilomfnof'•.
etc.
No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVF, CONUNTHtU:ITS.-Contaln-

No. 41.

THE BOYS OF NEW YORR ENn Ml'l""'S

int? all the leadln .t? ronunilrums of tl1e ilPY, Rmnsfne:
rl/lilles. cnrlous catrl1es nnd witty snylngR.
No. 40. HOW TO ll(AKF. ANO SET T«APS.-Inclrn:1ing blnts on how to cntch moles, wes sp1s. otter. rats,
sriulrrels r.nd hlrds. Also how to <'Ure s'dn•. Copiously
llhrntrated .
,TOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng n great varlety of thP Jate•t
jokes used by t!,e most famous encl mPn. No amotPur
mlnstrrl• Is rompJetr without th-I• wonllPrful little h,:,ok.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK !'tTUl\lPSPEAKER. - Coutalnlnir a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Trtsn. Also end men's 1oke8.
.Tu~t the thfng for hom.- nmn•emPnt Rnd nmatf'nr •·hows.

No. 41!. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llflNS'l'REL
_GUIDll: AND ,JOKE BOOK. - SomPthlnt? new and verv

lnstrurtlvP. Every boy shonld ohtsin this hook. RS it
rontalns fall Instructions for orgnnizlng nn amnteur
minstrel troupP.
No. 40.

ROW TO MAKE AND USll: ELF:<'TRICITY.

- A tlescrlptlou nf thP wonderful uses of electrlrity and
elE'rtro mngnetlsm: tot?ethpr wlth full lnstructlnns for
making Jlllf'rtrlP Tovs. 'Rntterfes, Ptc. Bv Geort?e Trebel,
A. llf., M. D. C'ontalnlnt?g OVPI' flftv 1JlnstrnUonR.
No. 48. HOW TO DfilJ,D AND SAIL CANOES. -A
handv book for hoYR, contalnlng full dlrPctions for constructlug canoes nnd thp most popular manner of sailing them. Fnlly illustrat<'cl .
No. 49. ROW TO DEBATE.-Glvfng rules for conducting ilebates, outlines for debates, questions for <'liacussion nnil the best aources for procuring Information
on the questions given.

No. 110. HOW TO STUFF BIRD!'! AND ANIMA H'I •
-A: vRluable hook, giving lt1structiona In Pollectlng, pre~

~:{i~g, mounting and preserving birds, animals and in-

N~, Ill. HOW TO DO TRIOKS WITH OARDS.-Con•

tnlmnir expln natlons of the ireneraJ principles of sleightof-l1nnil nppl!Pable · to card trlcks: or cnrd tricks with
ordlnnry rarns, nud not requiring slelght-of-hAnd: of
tricks fnvolvlne: alefgbt-of-hand, or the us!' or speclallv
prepar<'il csrrls. Tllnstrated.
·
No. 1'2. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. - A compl?te and
hs.ndv llttle hook. giving the rules and full directions
for pl a ylug EuchrP. C,ibhaire, Cassino, Forty-Five.
Roun<>e, P0dro Sancho, Draw Poker, .Auction Pitch, All
Fours, And nrnny other popnlar irnmes of carils.
No, 56. HOW TO BEOOl\m AN ENGINEER - Containing full in structions how to become n lo~omotlve
engineer; also directions for building A model locomotive: together with a full description of everyt'hinir an
engineer should know.

For sale by all newsdeaie:r-s or will be sent to ..,.
!lny address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, '
m money or postage stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, lne.
166 West 23d Street

New York

